
K VENKATESHWARLU
n HYDERABAD

There is a paradoxical situa-
tion in rural areas when it
comes to those infected with
Covid-19.  For, asymptomatic
carriers of the virus are appar-
ently spreading it fast, while
those who had tested positive
are recovering under home
quarantine without raising
any concerns.  Amidst all this,
the rising numbers of positive
cases have spread panic in
many rural areas.

In Arvapalli, a small village
in erstwhile Nalgonda district,
several people attended the
funeral rites of their close rel-
ative recently.  However, 10
among those persons devel-
oped fever and cough the very
next day. They did not take
their symptoms seriously.
However, when one among
them went for tests after his
coughing increased, it turned
out that he was Covid-19 pos-
itive. Then three of the rest also
went for tests later and one of
them tested positive. Likewise,
four of one family and two of
another family tested posi-
tive. In all, 10 persons tested

positive from this village.
Upon coming to know about
this, several other persons,
who had attended the funeral
rites and come in contact with
the persons who later tested
positive, also went for tests.
They are waiting for the results. 

PNS n HYDERABAD

The 1,350-bed Telangana
Institute of Medical Sciences
(TIMS) has been converted
into a full-fledged Covid-19
hospital and the facility has
intensive care units and venti-
lators. This is in addition to the
facilities at Gandhi Hospital,
which is now treating Corona
positive cases mainly, accord-
ing to Minister for Health
Eatala Rajender. 

Speaking to media after vis-
iting TIMS at Gachchi Bowli
here on Sunday, the Minister,
who went round the hospital,
exhorted people with Corona
symptoms to get hospitalised
immediately.  He expressed
concern over symptomatic
people delaying hospitalisa-
tion by four or five days, there-
by aggravating their condi-
tion.  Those who test positive

for the virus and have breath-
ing difficulties should seek
admission immediately, he
said. 

"The treatment for Corona
virus is never costly", he

asserted.  Hospitalisation,
putting the patient on oxygen,
medicines and other para-
phernalia should not cost
more than Rs 10,000. There is
no treatment for the virus that

costs Rs 1 lakh or Rs 2 lakh per
day, he underlined. 

If private hospitals acted
irresponsibly and collected
hefty charges from patients
without rule or rhyme, they
would face punitive action, he
warned.  Treatment in ICU

was available in all district hos-
pitals, he said. There were
enough number of beds avail-
able in Government Chest
Hospital, Fever Hospital and
Government Hospital at King
Kothi, he said. 
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CENTRE TO STATES, UTs: ALLOW COVID
PATIENTS TO USE SMARTPHONES 

ICMR PLANS TO SET UP REGISTRY OF
HOSPITALISED COVID-19 PATIENTS

A
registry of hospitalised COVID-19 patients across the country is
being mooted to collect real time data which will help improve

treatment outcomes, analyse trends in the
progression of the pandemic and calibrate
response, officials said. The ICMR in collaboration
with the Health Ministry and the AIIMS is planning
to set up the National Clinical Registry which will
help researchers and policy makers understand
effectiveness of investigational therapies, adverse
effects taking place and generate evidence for
improving the treatment of COVID-19 patients.

T
he India Meteorological Department is planning to use artificial
intelligence in weather forecasting, especially for issuing

nowcasts, which can help improve 3-6 hours prediction of extreme
weather events, its Director General Mrutunjay Mohapatra said on
Sunday. He said the use of artificial intelligence and
machine learning is not as prevalent as it is in other
fields and it is relatively new in the area of weather
forecasting. The IMD has invited research groups
who can study how AI be used for improving
weather forecasting and Ministry of Earth Sciences
is evaluating their proposals, Mohapatra said.

T
he Centre has written to all states and UTs stating that smartphones and
tablet devices should be allowed for hospitalised Covid patients so that

they can interact with family and friends through video conferencing, which
would provide them psychological support. Though mobile
phones are allowed in hospital wards, the missive was issued
following some representation from the kin of patients alleging
otherwise. DGHS in the Health Ministry Dr Rajiv Garg said
appropriate protocols for disinfecting devices
and allotting timeslots can be developed by the
hospital concerned to facilitate contact between
patients and their family.

IMD PLANS TO USE AI IN
WEATHER FORECASTING

AIIB IN DISCUSSION WITH INDIA FOR
FINANCING HEALTH INFRA SCHEME

T
he Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) is in discussion with the
Indian government for financing a USD 8-billion scheme for improving

health infrastructure at the district level to make the country better
prepared for the future healthcare challenges. The Beijing-
based  multilateral funding agency had earlier approved a
financial assistance of USD 1.2 billion for India to fight the
COVID-19 pandemic.  "The Government of India has
discussed about its ambitious scheme of strengthening the
health infrastructure. It entails building health infrastructure
in every district including upgrading of testing facilities with
the ICMR," AIIB Vice President D J Pandian said.
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Current Weather Conditions
Updated August 2, 2020 5:00 PM 

AALLMMAANNAACC  

TODAY

Month & Paksham:

Shravana & Shukla Paksha

Panchangam

Tithi : Purnima: 09:27 pm

Nakshatram: Uttara Ashadha: 

07:19 am

Time to Avoid: (Bad time to start 

any important work)

Rahukalam: 07:35 am – 09:10 am

Yamagandam: 10:46 am – 12:22 pm

Varjyam: 11:27 am – 01:07 pm

Gulika: 01:57 pm - 03:33 pm

Good Time: (to start any important work)

Amritakalam: 09:24 pm – 11:04 pm

Abhijit Muhurtham: 11:56 am – 12:47 pm

FFoorreeccaasstt:: Mostly cloudy
Temp: 31/23
Humidity: 73%
Sunrise: 05.56 am
Sunset: 06.48 pm

PNS n NEW DELHI

With travel restrictions and
physical distancing becoming
the new normal this year, tra-
ditional visits to our siblings for
Rakhi this year are being sub-
stituted by virtual Rakhis sent
online.

Major e-commerce sites have
seen massive jump in the num-
ber of orders placed for rakhis
and e-gifts given the restric-
tions and apprehensions about
travel and social distancing.

Snapdeal saw rakhi orders
jumping three-fold as more
users have opted to buy or send
Rakhis online. Adding to the
trend, Snapdeal’s shoppers
moved to completely digital
solutions for Raksha Bandhan

this year by choosing E-Gift
cards as the topmost Rakhi gift.
The platform witnessed a surge
in the sale of digital gift cards
two weeks before Raksha band-
han. It logged an increase of 70

percent in the sale of these
cards, vis-à-vis last year, the
company announced in a state-
ment.

Last year, travel accessories
like go-pro mounts, selfie

sticks, and backpacks were
widely picked as Raksha
Bandhan gifts. Ethnic clothes
were also widely bought as gift-
ing. This year, as India contin-
ues to be cautious of the virus,
digital gift cards saw a big boost
in sales.

“The number of Rakhis sold
this year exceeds the number of
Rakhis sold in the last two
years combined. This is pri-
marily due to the shoppers
exercising caution and avoid-
ing the festival linked travel,”

the company said.
Flipkart has also seen a sale

of over 1,00,000 rakhis per day.
Overall, the platform has seen
2x growth as compared to pre-
vious year in terms of units
sold.

The North is the largest
chunk in the pie, with almost
45 percent demand coming
from the region, followed by
Eastern states with 25 percent
share, the company said.

The top 10 cities generating
demand are New Delhi,

Bangalore, Patna, Mumbai,
Hyderabad, Pune, Lucknow,
Bhubaneswar, Kolkata and
Gurgaon Ferns N Petals has
witnessed 100 growth in in
comparison to the previous
rakhi seasons. It has received
10,000 rakhi and rakhi gift
orders every day, total 300,000
orders till Saturday. There have
been 400-600 orders per day
for virtual gifts like Guitarist on
Video Call, Personalized Video
message, and celebrity video
message. The company is antic-
ipating to close this season at
1.5 million orders.

“More and more customers
are shopping online than
before, in order to maintain
social distancing. 

Major e-commerce sites have seen massive jump in
the number of orders placed for rakhis and e-gifts,
given the restrictions and apprehensions about
travel and social distancing.

TS eyes Rs 30k cr non-tax revenues
COVID EFFECT

L VENKAT RAM REDDY
n HYDERABAD

As Covid-19 has decimated tax
revenues of the state govern-
ment right from the start of FY
2020-21, the Telangana State
government is now eyeing
non-tax revenues amounting to
Rs 30,000 crore for the remain-
ing eight months.

Towards this end, the gov-
ernment is considering regular-
isation and sale of prime land
acquired under the Urban
Land Ceiling Act in Hyderabad
and Rangareddy districts, sale
of Rajiv Swagruha flats, and
auction of sand reaches.

The government has
obtained data from the
Revenue Department on the
status of ULC lands in
Hyderabad and Rangareddy
districts, where real estate com-
mands huge value. As per
available data, Hyderabad dis-
trict has dispute-free ULC
lands to an extent of 2.600
acres.  Another 500 acres of
ULC lands is embroiled in

legal disputes.
The government wants to

earn non-tax revenues by reg-
ularising ULC lands for a con-
siderable fee if they are found
to be in the possession of indi-
viduals and meet eligibility
criteria and sell off the remain-
ing ULC lands. The govern-

ment has sought legal opinion
on moving forward with regard
to ULC lands involving legal
disputes.

The Revenue Department's
data revealed that in
Rangareddy district, there are
2,083 acres of ULC lands which
are dispute-free and 1,369 acres

involved in legal disputes.
Since each acre fetches sever-
al crores of rupees in
Hyderabad and Rangareddy
districts, the state government
hopes to garner thousands of
crores by regularising and sell-
ing off ULC lands.

The Revenue Department

has found that ULC lands in
Rangareddy district are locat-
ed in prime mandals like
Sherilingampally, Uppal,
Balanagar, Ghatkesar,
Hayathnagar, Keesara,
Medchal, Malkajgiri,
Quthbullapur, Rajendranagar
and Saroornagar.

This apart, the sale of 3,700
fully/partially completed Rajiv
Swagruha flats by lowering
their prices to 'realistic' levels
is also being seriously consid-
ered. Previous attempt to sell
off these flats had proved futile
as buyers felt that the prices
fixed were 'unrealistic'. So, the
government has directed the
Housing Department to come
with 'realistic prices' to pave
way for the sale of Rajiv
Swagruha flats with a target to
garner Rs 1,800 crore.

Another source of non-tax
revenue on which the govern-
ment has pinned its hopes is
auctioning of sand reaches.
The government hopes to gar-
ner Rs 2,000 crore through auc-
tioning of sand reaches.

n The govt has
obtained data
from the Revenue
Department on the status
of ULC lands in Hyderabad
and Rangareddy districts

Naxalites organise
Memorial week,
police nab 3 ultras 
PV KONDAL RAO
n WARANGAL

Maoists challenged law-enforc-
ing agencies yet again by going
ahead with their annual Martyrs
Memorial Week that started on
July 28th in the dense forests of
Dandakaranya.  Leaders of the
dreaded naxalite wing, despite
extensive combing operations

involving special police forces in
Chhattisgarh, Maharashtra,
Madhya Pradesh, Telangana,
Andhra Pradesh and Odisha,
identified a safe location to
organise their public rally.  The
rally was held at a spot in the
dense forest terrain on the
Andhra-Odisha-Telangana and
Chhattisgarh borders.  

Amit Shah tests positive for coronavirus, admitted to hospital
PNS n NEW DELHI

Union Home Minister Amit
Shah on Sunday informed that
he has tested positive for coro-
navirus and has been advised by
the doctors to be admitted to the
hospital. Taking to Twitter, Shah
said that he underwent coron-
avirus test after getting the ini-
tial symptoms of the virus. He
also appealed to people who
have come in contact with him

in the last few days to isolate
themselves and get tested.

PNS n KHAMMAM

In a tragic incident, five
women slipped into an agri-
cultural well in Konijarla
mandal of Khammam district
on Sunday when its bank
caved in while they were
drinking of its water.

Two of them died instant-
ly, while the others were res-
cue by a passer-by.

The deceased were identi-
fied as Tuppati Pedda Rama,
38, and Bandaru Mallika, 30.
The rescued women have
been admitted to a hospital in
the vicinity. 

In fact, nine women had
gone to a paddy field for
transplantation work on
Sunday.  All of them went to
the well in the field around 3
pm to drink water. 

Five women slip
into well,two die 

Asymptomatic
patients spreading
corona in villages 

Corona treatment never costly, says Eatala 

The treatment for Corona virus is never costly. The
hospitalisation, putting the patient on oxygen, medicines and

other paraphernalia should not cost more than Rs 10,000
— EATALA RAJENDER, Minister for Health

1,891 CORONA CASES, 
10 DEATHS IN TELANGANA
HYDERABAD: Telangana reported 1,891 new corona positive cases
and 10 deaths on Saturday, taking the overall death toll to 540 and the
cumulative number of positive cases in the State to 66,677.
The State health authorities conducted 19,202 Covid-19 tests over
Friday and Saturday night and the results of 1,656 more swab
samples are awaited. So far, 4, 77, 795 swab samples have been
tested in the State since the outbreak of the pandemic, of which 66,
677 proved positive. As many as 1,088 persons recovered by
Saturday evening, pushing the overall number of recoveries in the
State to 47, 590 and registering a recovery rate of 71.3 percent,  while
the countrywide recovery rate averages at 64.53 per cent.

Covid impact: Raksha Bandhan goes digital this year

AMITABH TESTS COVID-19 NEGATIVE,
DISCHARGED FROM HOSPITAL
MUMBAI: Megastar Amitabh Bachchan is heading home after testing
Covid-19 negative, shared his son and actor Abhishek Bachchan on
Sunday. “@juniorbachchan my father, thankfully, has
tested negative on his latest Covid-19 test and has
been discharged from the hospital. He will now be
at home and rest. Thank you all for all your prayers
and wishes for him,” Abhishek tweeted.  
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n Another
500 acres

of ULC
lands is

embroiled
in legal

disputes

n As per
available
data,
Hyderabad district
has dispute-free ULC
lands to an extent of
2.600 acres

n In Rangareddy district, there are 2,083 acres of ULC
lands  which are dispute-free and 1,369 acres involved
in legal disputes
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For, asymptomatic
carriers of the virus are
apparently spreading it
fast, while those who
had tested positive are
recovering under home
quarantine without
raising any concerns. 

n In all, 10 persons tested positive
from Arvapalli village, Nalgonda Dist
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C
hanakya has said: 'If you
are faced with several
enemies, tackle the

strongest one first.' Considering
the present scenario, wherein
the country has been chal-
lenged by communal forces,
extremist elements, terrorists
and crest-fallen pigmy opposi-
tion leaders, besides of course
COVID-19 pandemic and
China and Pakistan on borders,
when we apply the philosophy
of Chanakya, at any rate Jihadis
and anti-national elements
pose greater threat than all
other enemies. 

Recent chest-beating by the
leader of former Razakars'
party in a bid to become junior
Mohammad Ali Jinhah, lashed
out at the Prime Minister for
the latter's proposed participa-
tion in the foundation ceremo-
ny of Ram Mandir at Ayodhya.
He was chorused by his cronies
declaring their resolve to recon-
struct the erstwhile so-called
Babri Masjid at the same place.
Such outbursts make their
nasty intentions abundantly
clear. However, luckily for
them, as backlash the heavy
hammer of Hindutva forces has
not yet fallen on them because

the Hindus are counting the
sins of the modern-day
Shishupals. 

These internal enemies of
the country swear by the
Constitution day in and day
out, but have never bothered to
read the chapter on the
duties of a citizen which is
also a part and parcel of
the Constitution.
Unfortunately, the gov-
ernment of the day is
taking the evil
designs of these
a n t i - n a t i o n a l
forces lightly. The
official statement
that the new Ram
Mandir will be open
to people of 'all
faiths' makes no
sense because if other faiths
believed in Lord Ram, where is
the need to have a Prophet or
a Saviour? The ground realities
cannot be ignored and we
must take note of the fact that
the very foundation of 1400-
year- old Islam and 2000-year-
old Christianity is the utter
contempt and total disregard
for Lord Ram, who existed

some 7,000 years ago. Their
venom engulfs everything that
is Hindu and they have never
concealed their intentions.  

Coming to the principles of
democracy, even a school stu-
dent knows that it is the system

wherein the wish of majori-
ty prevails over minority
and that has to be honoured.
By taking shelter under the

deceitfully inserted
4 2 n d
Constitutional
amendment, no

one can claim that since
passing of the said

Amendment overnight a
majority of countrymen
have become 'secular' of
their likings. Therefore,
let the subversive forces of

different colours be not under
the impression that by taking
shelter under this 1976 amend-
ment, they can block the
majority wish from prevailing
over the minority. 

The great paradox of the
country is that with the help of
enhanced military might and
favourable world opinion, the
country can bravely face the

external threats, be it from
Pakistan, Nepal or China; but
the greater danger is from the
foes within and any patch-
work in this regard will do
more harm than resolving the
problem. 

Indeed, the lasting solution
to this problem is in scraping
the two contentious words
namely 'secular' and 'socialist'
from the preamble and
unequivocally declaring there-
in that Bharat is a Hindu
Rashtra. There is no need to be
cowed down by the anti-Hindu
forces by whatever name, label
or f lag they are known.
Needless to say that this is the
need of the hour if the pro-
posed Ram Mandir in Ayodhya
and other places of Hindu
worship besides the Hindu

themselves are to be saved
from  barbaric forces, such a
bold decision has to be taken
at the right earnest. 

US Supreme Court restricts
entry of worshippers

The Supreme Court of the
United States has restricted
the entry of more than 50
worshipers at a time in church-
es. In its judgment dated July
24, it dismissed an appeal filed
by Calvary Chapel Dayton
Valley (Church), requesting
the Court to increase the limit
of participants in the church,
synagogue or mosque. The
appeal was preferred against
the order of the Governor of
the Nevada, along with the
averment that all the precau-
tions shall be complied strict-

ly, including social distancing
order. The Court rejected this
plea observing: "…But church-
es, synagogues, and mosques
are banned from admitting
more than 50 worshippers-no
matter how large the building,
how distant the individuals,
how many wear masks, no
matter the precautions at all. In
Nevada, it seems, it is better to
be in entertainment than reli-
gion."

All India Bar Examination
postponed 

Due to the current situation
of COVID-19 pandemic, the
All India Bar Examination
(AIBE), which was to be held
on 16th August, is now
deferred until the next date, to
be decided by the Monitoring
Committee of the Bar Council
of India, headed by a former
Judge of the Supreme Court of
India. The Bar Council of
India, in its resolution dated
July 29, said that the last date
to apply for AIBE has been
extended to August 31 and the
examination date shall be noti-
fied later.

Cartel to bring economy to
knees!

Fraudsters are leaving no
stone unturned to serve a
severe blow to the country's
economy and therefore, there
is a need to curb such efforts of
the cartel of fraudsters "with an
iron fist so that the contours of
the fiscal compass could be
extended to the advantage of
the people." These words of
caution are of Justice S.K
Panigrahi, Orissa High Court. 

The court, while hearing a
bail petition of one Amit
Beriwal, who is an accused in
a case involving Rs.122.67 crore
GST fraud by way of making
fake and fraudulent transac-
tions through fake firms, in its
order also noted: "The manner
in which the accused, in collu-
sion with other accused, have
been operating would suggest
that there are certain inherent
flaws in the GST system, which
is prone to such abuse." The
court further observed: "…It
seems a countrywide cartel
specializing in defrauding the
GST system is operating to
bring the economy to its knees."

Indo-German bars discuss
legal scenario 

A webinar on "Indo-German
Legal Dialogue" was held on
July 29 wherein subjects like
state of the legal profession dur-
ing Covid-19 in India and
Germany, invoking force
majure  in the context of
Covid-19 and commercial
mediation and online dispute
resolution with special refer-
ence to MSMEs in both coun-
tries, were discussed.

President-elect of the Bar
Association of India (BAI)
Prashant Kumar and Dr.
Christian Lemke, Vice
President, German Federal Bar
Association, welcomed 300-
plus specially invited partici-
pants. Prominent lawyers from
India and Germany addressed
the webinar. They include
Shyam Divan, Pinky Anand,
Dr. Ritesh Rajani, Swetlana
Schaworonkowa, Amarjit
Singh Chandhiok, Ingrid
Honinger and Anandita Pujari.
Dr. Lalit Bhasin, President of
BAI, who could not participate
due to personal reasons, con-
veyed best wishes for the suc-
cess of the international event.
The question-answer session
which followed was quite live-
ly.

LEGAL 
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These internal enemies of the country
swear by the Constitution day in and day
out, but have never bothered to read the
chapter on the duties of a citizen which is
also a part and parcel of the Constitution

Jihadis and traitors are more dangerous than Chinese-Pakis! 

Markets witness highest
monthly jump since 2012
PNS n HYDERABAD

Even as China is beating the
retreat from Ladakh, the US
has found an opportunity to
take pot shots at it, saying
the former's incursions were
nothing but a test to ascer-
tain as to how the rest of the
world would react. Thus,
acrimony continues between
the US and China. The
world has been watching
moves from both sides with
intense curiosity.
Consequently, markets have
witnessed the highest
monthly jump since 2012.
New York gold showed an
upswing and finally closed at
US $ 1,976.10 (per ounce)
while, silver followed suit
and closed at $ 24.47
(per ounce). Platinum
and palladium also
marched forward
and closed at $
900 (per ounce)
and $ 1,973
( p e r
o u n c e )
re sp e c -
tively. 

Other economic parame-
ters remained strong. Brent
closed at US $ 43.52 (per
barrel) while Crude MCX oil
was quoted at Rs.3, 023 (per
barrel). Whereas Gold MCX
stood at Rs.53,828 (per 10
gms). The MCX Silver
moved up and closed at
Rs.64,984 (per kg), Copper
marched ahead and closed at
Rs.500.80 (per kg). Sensex
and Nifty 50 closed at
37606.89 and 11073.45
points respectively, following
the retreat by Indo-China
forces on the borders. 

Leading foreign curren-
cies' exchange rates were: US
$: Rs.74.93, British Pound:
Rs.98.05, Euro: Rs.88.27,
Singapore $: Rs.54.49, Swiss
Franc: Rs.82.03, Australian
$: Rs.53.49, Saudi Riyal:
Rs.19.98, New Zealand
Dollar: Rs.49.67, Kuwaiti
Dinar: Rs.245.16, Omani
Rial: Rs.194.63 and UAE
Dirham: Rs.20.40, Japanese
Yen: Rs.0.71, Hong Kong
Dollar: Rs.9.67.

At home, despite the
beginning of the festive sea-
son, there is no glitter in

jewellery market. Both the
precious metals moved with-
in narrow limits due to pre-
vailing divergent trend in the
global markets. Standard
gold (24 carats) zoomed by
Rs.2,600 and closed at
Rs.55,830 (per 10 gms).
Ornamental gold too moved
in tandem and was quoted
in the range of Rs.51,160-
51,260 on the closing day.
Silver (0.999) too appreciat-
ed by Rs.3,950 and closed at
Rs.65,000 (per kg).
Considering the prevailing
international scenario, the
prices of precious metals
are unlikely to relent in a
near future.

COMMODITIES

The sentiment in princi-
pal wholesale commodity

markets in the twin cities
continued to remain

strong. Rythu Bazars
and the various com-

modity markets
located in
Begum Bazar,
Kishangunj,

Mukthyargunj,  Risala
Abdullah, Mir Alam Mandi,
Dilsukhnagar, Kukatpally,
Bowenpally and General
Bazar are struggling to
resume normal business
activities.

During the week, com-
mon pulses such as tuar dal,
masoor dal, moong dal and
urad dal and commodities
like chillies and garlic
remained at moderate levels,
while staple food grains and
common edible oils record-
ed a marginal appreciation.
Common vegetables such
as cabbage, cauliflower,
ribbed gourd, snake gourd,
lady's finger, cucumber,
potatoes, onions, tomatoes
and French beans, along
with leafy vegetables, record-
ed appreciation in the range
of 15% to 32%.

The NECC wholesale egg-
price in Hyderabad declined
by Rs.15 and closed at
Rs.335 (per 100). The high-
est price of Rs.450 was
recorded at Burdwan and
Midnapur, while Hospet
recorded the lowest of
Rs.315.

WEEKLY MARKET REVIEW

PNS n ADILABAD

In a shocking incident, ten
Covid-19 patients ran away
from Rajiv Gandhi Institute of
Medical Sciences (RIMS) hos-
pital in Adilabad on Saturday
night, unable to continue in
appalling conditions. 

Citing lack of proper ameni-
ties at the RIMS, the patients
from the isolation ward made
their escape. Recently a patient
at the institution had posted a
video on social media showing
the kind of nightmare they
have been going through,
which became viral. 

The patients who escaped
from RIMS are said to be the
residents of Kailash Nagar,
Chanda, Teachers Colony,
Nizamabad, Kotta
Kummariwada, Dwarka Nagar,
Indravelli and Khanapur.

According to sources, the
authorities noticed that the
patients were missing at
around 9.30 pm and immedi-

ately began tracing them with
the help of police and district
medical staff.  Medical officials
and police said that they have
traced three of the COVID-19
patients. The two men from
Adilabad town were brought
back to RIMS, and the hospi-
tal allowed one person from
Indravelli to be in home isola-
tion.

Meanwhile, Telangana's

coronavirus tally climbed up to
66,677 as 1,891 fresh cases
were reported till Sunday
morning. The state reported 10
deaths in the last 24 hours, and
the fatalities due to the virus
rose to 540. A total of 1,088
people were discharged in the
past 24 hours, taking the total
number of COVID-19 recov-
eries in the state to 47,590 till
date.

10 COVID PATIENTS FLEE RIMS 
Director alleges officials 
apathy in filling vacant posts
ADILABAD: RIMS director
Balram Naik on Sunday made
sensational comments stating
that the district and state level
officials are against filling the
vacant posts. Addressing media
here, Balram Naik said that he
had written to the state and
district level authorities
impressing upon them the need
to fill vacant doctor posts in the
RIMS to ease work load on the
existing medical officers.  But,
the authorities are not giving
green signal for the same.
Moreover, the local elected
people's representatives have
been playing the second fiddle to
the authorities and playing
politics with the medical
appointments.  He said that the
existing medical officers are

somehow managing the show. In
fact, 90-100 per cent of the work
is being done with the existing
work force.  It may be recalled
that at least 10 patients who
tested positive for Coronavirus
ran away from the RIMS
isolation centre alleging that
none is paying attention to them. 

Gangula: Karimnagar will
be developed as green city
PNS n KARIMNAGAR

BC Welfare and Civil Supplies
Minister Gangula Kamalakar
on Sunday said Karimnagar
town would be developed as a
green city in the coming days.
The Minister was speaking
after planting saplings near
Giddeperumandla temple in
the 36th division as part of the
sixth phase of Haritha Haram.
Kamalakar instructed the offi-
cials to take all steps to protect
the saplings planted during the
Haritha Haram programme.

Terming Haritha Haram as
a great programme introduced
by the Chief Minister K
Chandrashekhar Rao, he said
no government in the past

took such kind of initiatives to
plant saplings in a big way.

The ecological imbalance
has been developed due to the
lack of adequate trees. If peo-
ple want to change the current
situation and restore ecologi-
cal balance, everybody should
plant at least two saplings and
take measures to protect them.
It would be a great gift to future
generations. Karimnagar
Mayor Y Sunil Rao,
Commissioner Valluru
Kranthi and others partici-
pated in the programme.

Covid impact:
Raksha Bandhan
Goes Digital...
Continued from Page 1

With this shift in buying
behaviour, we have witnessed
a huge surge in customers
who want rakhis to be deliv-
ered in other countries like
the US, followed by the UK,
Singapore, UAE and a couple
of other countries,” informed
Manish Saini, COO, ecom-
merce, Ferns N Petals.

Five women slip
into well,two die 
Continued from Page 1

Four of them drank water
and returned to their
workspot. The bank of the
well la.aved in trapping the
other five. A passer-by,
Chintala Yellamma, acted
swiftly and managed to res-
cue three of the five women
viz Chintala Mamata, Tadde
Nagamani and Tadde
Mounika with the help of her
sari. 

Amit Shah tests
positive for...
Continued from Page 1

“On getting the initial symp-
toms of corona, I got the test
done and the report has come
positive. My health is fine, but
I am being admitted to the
hospital on the advice of doc-
tors. I request all of you who
have come in contact with me
in the last few days, please iso-
late yourself and get your test
done,” Shah tweeted. On
Saturday, Shah addressed a
webinar ‘Lokmanya Tilak:
Swaraj to Atmanirbhar Bharat’
organized by ICCR Delhi on
the 100th death anniversary of
Lokmanya Tilak.

Naxalites organise Memorial ...
Continued from Page 1

Without revealing the spot
where the rally was held, the
naxalites released photographs
relating to the secretive gather-
ing to drive home the message
that they still have clout in some
of the remote corners of these
states, which had once consti-
tuted their bastion. 

The Maoist's bastions are
surrounded by armed mili-
tants.  The militants reported-
ly guarded the leaders while
senior activists addressed the
public on the significance of
the Martyrs Memorial Week
and the protracted armed
struggle waged by CPI Maoists
over the past few decades.
Several central committee
leaders reportedly were pre-
sent at the meeting, which was
attended by 3,000-odd Adivasi
tribals.  Armed naxalites,

numbering about 500, took
part in a march-past that pre-
ceded the meeting. The cultur-
al troupes of naxalites ren-
dered revolutionary songs in
memory of deceased leaders of
the party.

SAVING GRACE

The saving grace for the
police was that in Warangal
they nabbed three militants
operating on the Chhattisgarh-
Telangana border. Those
arrested include Bandi
Sudhakar, Kalthi Sammaiah
and Pole Boiyina Saraiah of
the Dubbagudem belt. The
Mahabubabad SP, Nandyala
Koti Reddy, said the three
naxalites had been operating
clandestinely to support the
armed squads in the extortion
process. Police recovered 414
cartridges from the arrested
persons.

Amitabh tests
Covid-19
negative,....
Continued from Page 1

Abhishek also informed his
fans that “I, Unfortunately
due to some comorbidities
remain Covid-19 positive
and remain in hospital”.

But he thanked all his well-
wishers for “your continued
wishes and prayers for my
family. Very humbled and
indebted. I’ll beat this and
come back healthier!
Promise”.

Earlier, Big B’s grand-
daughter Aaradhya and
daughter-in-law Aishwarya
Rai Bachchan tested nega-
tive for coronavirus and
were discharged from hos-
pital.

1,891 corona
cases,10 deaths
in Telangana
Continued from Page 1

At present, the total number
of active Covid-19 cases in the
State is 18, 547, of which 12,
001 are under home isolation,
including 84 per cent who are
asymptomatic, the health bul-
letin said.

The Covid-19 positive cases
reported from the districts
include 19 from Adilabad, 32
from Bhadradri, 517 from
areas under GHMC, 14 from
Jagtiyal, 15 from Jangaon, zero
from Bhupalapally, 38 from
Gadwal, 42 from Kamareddy,
93 from Karimnagar, 47 from
Khammam, two from
Komarambheem Asifabad, 33
from Mahabubnagar, 24 from
Mahabubabad, 28 from
Mancherial, 21 from Medak,
146 from Medchal Malkajgiri,
11 from Mulugu, one from
Nagarkurnool, 46 from
Nalgonda, 11 from
Narayanpet, eight from
Nirmal, 131 from Nizamabad,
37 from Peddapally, 28 from
Siricilla, 181 from Rangareddy,
111 from Sangareddy, 27 from
Siddipet, 35 from Suryapet,
eight from Vikarabad, 13 from
Wanaparthy, 22 from
Warangal Rural, 138 from
Warangal Urban and 12 posi-
tive cases from Yadadri
Bhongir. 

Continued from Page 1

People in the entire village are
at a loss to know how some of
them tested positive.  For,
none of them showed definite
symptoms. They are still not
able to identify the possible
source of their infection. 

All of them participated in
the funerals, like during pre-
corona days. All they know
now is that corona has done its
part silently.  The entire village,
which abuts the road, is now in
the grip of corona fear. People
are afraid of coming out from
their homes. No villager has
attended the 10th and 11th day
ceremonies of the same person
out of pervasive fear. 

Interestingly, the 10 per-
sons who had tested positive
are no longer showing any seri-
ous symptoms of corona. Still,
they are under home quaran-
tine on the advice of doctors. 

In Jajireddygudem, a neigh-
bouring village, not a single

person attended the funeral of
a person, who had died of can-
cer, upon coming to know
about the 10 positive cases in
Arvalpalli. 

When contacted, the vil-
lagers said: "We too have pain
as we failed to attend the last
rites of our own villager. But
the person died of cancer in a

hospital and hence we didn't
dare to attend the final rites
thinking that the body might
be carrying the virus ". 

A prominent person in the
village (who too did not attend
the final rites of that person)
said:"I have no words to say.
People did not allow the body
to be brought inside the village.
I reasoned with them that it is
not a corona death.  Corona
fear is making us to stay away
from funerals and other func-
tions. In general, we attend
these without fail." 

Another interesting thing is
that people in rural areas are
moving about freely. No won-
der, villagers suddenly take ill. 

A local doctor said
"Asymptomatic corona carriers
are spreading the virus as they
don't know that they are infect-
ed with the virus. However,
others who come in contact
with these asymptomatic per-
sons are showing symptoms,
leading to severe trouble".

Asymptomatic corona carriers
spreading corona in villages 

The entire village,
which abuts the
road, is now in
the grip of corona
fear. People are
afraid of coming
out from their
homes. No
villager has
attended the 10th
and 11th day
ceremonies of the
same person out
of pervasive fear 

Webinar for
superintendents
of govt hospitals
PNS n HYDERABAD

In order to update the
knowledge and also share new
treatment protocols regarding
to Covid-19 coming-up world-
wide, the State government is
holding a special webinar for
all Superintendents of govern-
ment hospitals in the State on
Monday from 11 am.

"Based on the instructions
of Chief  Minister K
Chandrashekhar Rao to
introduce latest treatment
techniques in the govern-

ment hospitals, the webinar
will focus on new develop-
ments that are happening
across the world in the field
of Covid-19 treatment,"
Health Minister  Eatala
Rajender said.

Experts, including infec-
tious diseases expert from the
United States Dr Vijay V
Yeldandi, Dr MV Rao, Dr
Sunitha, Dr Shankar, Dr
Ramesh Reddy, Dr Karunakar
Reddy, Dr Gangadhar and Dr
Mahaboob Khan, will take
part in the webinar.

Corona treatment
never costly, 
says Eatala 
Continued from Page 1

The Government took a deci-
sion to equip many hospitals
in the state with liquid oxygen
tanks, he said, adding that it
would solve the problem of
shortage of oxygen cylinders.
Liquid oxygen tanks would be
set up in TIMS, Sarojini Devi
Eye Hospital, Government
Hospital at King Kothi,
Government Fever Hospital
and Government Chest
Hospital. These tanks would
be installed in the hospitals
before August 10. The
Minister said, “Corona virus
patient needs oxygen more
than medicines.” 
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IN BRIEFIN BRIEF

With the State government
offering a waiver of 90 per

cent tax for accumulated arrears
of the interest component on
property tax under One Time
Scheme (OTS) till September
15, the GHMC is sending SMSs
to property owners, besides
facilitating online payment. The municipal corporation has
upgraded its software accordingly. Taxpayers can avail the waiver,
only if, they clear the total amount of property tax dues till 2019-
20 along with 10 per cent interest. GHMC Commissioner DS
Lokesh Kumar stated that there were 5.64 lakh property tax
assessments with an accumulation of property tax arrears
amounting to Rs 1,477.86 crore from the past two decades. The
interest amount against for the same was around Rs 1,017.76
crore till the financial year 2019-20. Property owners can pay tax
at GHMC Citizen Service Centers, Meeseva or make payment
online through MyGHMC app or log onto GHMC website.

The University of Hyderabad (UoH) has
been ranked second among India's top

government universities by India Today
and published in the magazine issue
dated August 10. Jawaharlal Nehru
University (JNU) is at first place. The UoH
was ranked among the top based on the
survey conducted by the Marketing and
Development Research Associates
(MDRA) which examined the country's

universities in four streams, general (arts, science and commerce),
technical, medical and legal and varsities that offer postgraduate
courses in these streams. UoH Vice-Chancellor, Prof Appa Rao
Podile said, "It's wonderful to see the UoH being recognised for its
meritorious work and research contributions. Moving up from being
fifth in 2017, third in 2018 and continuing second in 2019 as well as
2020, is going to be a challenging task for all of us to perform
better. I am confident we will be able to keep up this growth.

UOH ranks second in 
best varsities survey

Telangana Governor Dr Tamilisai Soundararajan greeted all the
citizens on the occasion of Raksha Bandhan. In her message on

the auspicious festival, the Governor said that this festival is
symbolizes the great Indian tradition of the eternal bond between
brothers and sisters. "I wish that the thread of love will bind the
hearts and lives of all brothers and sisters and make their
immortal bond of togetherness stronger. All the brothers shall
shower their sisters with lots of affection, care, and protection on
this auspicious occasion of Raksha Bandhan out of love," the
Governor said.

Guv extends Raksha 
Bandhan greetings

Plans to use Sectt debris in
constructing new complex
PNS n HYDERABAD

The Telangana Government,
which has taken up demolition
of the old buildings in the
Secretariat complex at Saifabad
to pave the way for a new build-
ing complex is nearing comple-
tion. An estimated 4,500 truck-
loads of debris is likely from the
demolition works of the old
Secretariat buildings. The state
government has already shifted
62,000 tonnes of debris to the
construction and demolition
waste plant at Jeedimetla dur-
ing July 20 and July 31. The state
government has plans to use the
recycled construction waste in
building the new secretariat. 

According to a conservative
estimate, the demolition of the
old secretariat will yield at least
2 lakh tonnes of the debris. The
GHMC officials have been daily
monitoring whether the debris
are being relocated to
Jeedimetla plant or not. 

On directions from GHMC
Commissioner Lokesh Kumar,
additional commissioner and
engineers are daily inspecting
the progress at the worksite and
taking necessary precautions to
prevent spilling over the debris
on road during transporta-

tion. Steel and wood are being
segregated prior to sending
them to the plant site. After
reaching the site, the person-
nel at the site are separating the
steel rods embedded in con-
crete. 

The State Government per-
mitted the Ramky Enviro
Engineers to recycle the debris.
The Ramky Environ Engineers
would be paid Rs 367 per

tonne for recycling. The gov-
ernment would have to pay
over Rs 7 crore to the firm for
recycling over 2 lakh tonnes of
debris. So far, 2,700 trips of
debris have been transported to
the plant site. The debris would
be recycled to make bricks,
kerbs, sand and so on. 

It may be recalled that, fol-
lowing the State High Court
directive to permit the media

to cover the Secretariat demo-
lition works as well as many
requests from media represen-
tatives for the same, State
Roads and Buildings Minister
Vemula Prashanth permitted
them to take a look at the
ongoing works from the BRKR
Bhavan while adhering to all
precautionary requirements,
and thus cover the ongoing
works.

Discontinuing MPhil might not do much damage
NAMRATA SRIVASTAVA 
n HYDERABAD

The Union Human Resource
Development (HRD) Ministry
decided to discontinue the two-
year M Phil from all
Universities across the nation
last month. Students will now
be allowed to take admission in
PhD directly after post-gradu-
ation or a four-year under-
graduate degree with research.

Since the course was discon-
tinued by many Universities
already, the University lecturers
feel that MPhil doesn't serve
much purpose and scrapping it
would save one year of the stu-
dents. 

Former Dean of Sarojini
Naidu School of Arts and
Communication Prof Vinod
Pavarala said "Masters of
Philosophy had some utility for
a long time, as people who had
completed that would get a job

in college. But, for the last
seven to eight years it has lost
value as most PhD courses
have introduced mandatory
course work for the research, for
around one-and-a-half year.
This serves the same purpose as
the MPhil. Also, now you need
a PhD to become have a job at
college. So, in today's scenario,
MPhil has become redundant."

Many also opine that discon-
tinuing MPhil will also discour-
age duplicity and plagiarism of
research work. Shreyas
Dwivedi, Research Assistant
from Jawaharlal Nehru
University opines, "MPhil is
basically a waste of time for the
students. Many students, who
are not serious about research
and apply at the Universities
only for the monetary benefits
of being a PhD scholar, actual-
ly use their MPhil work, add a
point or two and present it as
their PhD work. The PhD

research is actually an in depth
study of an issue which provide
some solution at the end. In
2018, there were approximate-
ly 30,000 PhD awarded in India,
in various fields. If none of these
PhDs were practical enough to
be put to use to solve issues in

the country, they hold no value
at all. I believe, scrapping MPhil
will give chance to serious
researchers and also reduce the
load off the lecturers."

Adding to the same, Prof S
Ramachandram, Vice
Chancellor of Osmania

University, states, "I think it's a
good thing the Ministry decid-
ed to discontinue the course as
it served no purpose. It's just an
interim programme for research
students. If a MPhil students
decides to drop out after com-
pleting the course and not pur-

sue his/her PhD, they are treat-
ed the same as any Masters stu-
dents. It doesn't have any impact
on one's resume as well."

Some students, however,
believe that MPhil creates a
stronger base for PhD. Says
Sarika Moon, a PhD student
from Tata Institute of Social
Science, Hyderabad, shares, "A
Masters student is taught a
wide range of subjects, howev-
er MPhil does help in under-
standing and narrowing down
our work to a micro level. We
learn and understand the
importance of critical analysis
and various research tools. It's
not right that the Government
removed an entire course with-
out consulting the students who
wished to pursue it or were pur-
suing it. MPhil creates a strong
base for the research we do
henceforth. I think the decision
will surely affect the kind of
research papers we see now."

Since many
universities
discontinued the
course already,
lecturers feel
that MPhil
doesn't serve
much purpose
and scrapping 
it would save
one year

GHMC facilitates online 
payment under OTS

Hyd airport gets mass
fever screening system
PNS n HYDERABAD

Hyderabad's Rajiv Gandhi
International Airport (RGIA)
has received a Unicef-funded
mass fever screening system to
further enhance the efficacy of
screening of passengers in
view of Covid-19 pandemic,
the airport operator
announced on Sunday.

The Central government's
Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare, in coordination with
Asian Development Bank, has
provided state-of-the-art ther-
mal scanner funded by the
United Nations Children's
Fund (Unicef). The system
will be used by the officials of
the Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare at the airport.

The new thermal scanner is
a ceiling mounted mass fever
screening system capable of
scanning, detecting and track-
ing febrile persons with elevat-
ed skin temperature.

The system automatically
adjusts and adapts to the sur-
rounding ambient tempera-
ture without any human inter-
vention.

With its intuitive user inter-
face and dual-displays (day
camera + infra-red) it provides
easy identification of passen-
gers with elevated tempera-
ture, while simplifying opera-
tions and minimising han-
dling.

The new thermal scanner
imparts more control to the
Hyderabad Airport Health
Organisation, along with the
existing thermal scanners at
the international arrivals, said
GMR Hyderabad
International Airport Limited
(GHIAL).

RGIA continues to handle
the international relief flights
under the government of
India's largest offshore evacu-
ation programme of Vande
Bharat Mission (VBM).

HMDA head office shifted 
from Tarnaka to Ameerpet
PNS n HYDERABAD

The Hyderabad Metropolitan
Development Authority
(HMDA) office has relocated
its head office from Tarnaka to
Swarna Jayanti Complex in
Ameerpet from its current
premises in Tarnaka. 

The HMDA will start func-
tioning from the second,
fourth, fifth and seventh floors
of the Swarna Jayanti Complex,
which is adjacent to Maitri
Vanam Complex, from August
3 onwards.  

The HMDA Metropolitan
Commissioner exhorted the
people to note the change of
address for their convenience. 

However, he made it clear
that there are no changes either
in the HMDA's website, e-mail
identity, twitter and social
media accounts.

The Tarnaka office is one of
the most disorganised, with its
various wings scattered all
over the building.

This not only irks visitors
but also makes coordination
between the various depart-
ments a challenging affair.

The municipal administra-
tion department which has
decided to shift the office to
Swarna Jayanti complex in
Ameerpet has renovated three

floors at Rs 8 crore.
The HMDA office was ear-

lier located in Paigah Palace
near Begumpet since its incep-
tion in 1975 and continued to
function from there till 2008
before the heritage building
was handed over to the US
consulate. Later, it was shifted
to the municipal office com-
plex in Marredpally and to
another complex in Tarnaka in
2010. 

NAVEENA GHANATE 
n HYDERABAD

The initial expectations around
HCQ as cure for Covid-19 is
dying down as several frontline
warriors, especially doctors
have stopped taking it as pro-
phylaxis. 

A government doctor in TS
said, "I took an initial dose of
HCQ. But studies have been
revealing that it is interacting
with remdesivir which is a
reserve treatment for moder-
ate cases of Covid-19. Since
then I stopped, I have been
extremely careful and never
touched my face shield or
mask, changed glove multiple
times".

However, a group of
researchers in Indian Journal
of Medical Ethics (IJME)
pointed out that the two drugs
are showing similar impact,
but there is a push for expen-
sive Remdesivir. Dr Amit
Dang, founder and CEO of the
Telangana-based MarksMan
Healthcare  and his colleague
Dr Vallish BN along with Dr
Sumit Dang of the from
University of Kentucky in the
July-September issue of the

IJME wrote an article on
"Hydroxychloroquine and
Remdesivir (RDV) in Covid-
19: A critical analysis of recent
events"

They allege political affilia-
tions have come into play
between remdesivir and HCQ.
They write, "While the wide-
spread (mostly unsupervised)
use of HCQ for other indica-
tions may have contributed to
these unequal levels of scruti-
ny, confounders such as polit-
ical affiliation, profiteering,
and other conflicts of interest
cannot be ruled out at this
stage, with the available evi-
dence and information".

The researchers state that

HCQ is being more closely
scrutinised when compared
to the lighter treatment given
to RDV. 

The article says, "Analysis of
various studies available at
present does not prove a clear
and conclusive efficacy bene-
fit for either RDV or HCQ in
clinical trials. It appears that a
subtle push is being given to
RDV, the safety of which is not
adequately established; while
HCQ is being subtly snubbed,
despite both drugs having sim-
ilar efficacy patterns. This
appears to be in contravention
of the basic ethical principles
of beneficence, non-malefice-
nce, autonomy and justice.” 

Remdesivir wins over HCQ,
but researchers smell a rat

Minor fire breaks out
at a chemical factory
PNS n HYDERABAD

A fire broke out in a chemical
company at the industrial area
in Mallapur on the city outskirts
in Nacharam here on Sunday
evening. No casualties were
reported in the fire which is sus-
pected to have been caused by
a short circuit.

According to the police,
locals in the nearby residential
area noticed the huge fire and
thick smoke emanating from
the unit and alerted the fire
department and the police per-

sonnel. Fire caught the plastic
containers which were filled
with the chemicals. Due to the
presence of chemicals, there
was dark and thick smoke cov-
ering the surroundings.

The Nacharam police along
with the fire department offi-
cials with the help of four fire
engines doused the fire in
about two hours. The manage-
ment is yet to lodge a complaint
and give out an estimation of
the damaged property. The
Nacharam police are investigat-
ing the matter.

Case against 
Jubilee Hills 
Coop society
PNS n HYDERABAD

The Jubilee Hills police reg-
istered a case against the
Jubilee Hills Cooperative
House Building Society for
undertaking of blasting of
rocks without necessary per-
missions from officials and
endangering people's lives. 

The police registered a
case on the basis of a com-
plaint lodged by the colony
resident C Ramakrishna. 

According to the compla-
int, contractor detonated
rocks in a site adjacent to the
house of Sireesha in colony
using a large amount of det-
onators. He also named the
contractor in his complaint. 

The petitioner said that on
account of the blasts one of
the rocks fell on the walls of
his house and caused damage
to one of the pillars.  He said
that the contractor has been
undertaking blasting work
without taking permission
from officials and putting in
place any loss-preventive
measures. The Jubilee Hills SI
S Navin Reddy said that the
cases were registered against
them under Sections 336,
287, 427 R/W 34. 

4 detained for barging
into actor's farmhouse 
PNS n HYDERABAD

The Pahadishareef police on
Sunday took four persons into
custody for having barged
into the premises of actor M
Mohan Babu's farm-
house at Jalpally
on the outskirts
of the city on
Saturday and
hurled out
threats to the
family mem-
bers that they
would not
spare them. 

Around 4 pm on
Saturday, a group of
youngsters had entered into
the premises in a car and
went around, even as the
actor's family was inside the
house. Anxious family mem-

bers informed the police.
On receiving information,

the Pahadishareef Police
reached the spot and took up
investigation. Based on the
footage from surveillance

cameras in the surrounding
areas, four youngsters,

who are residents of
Durga Nagar in
Mailardevpally,
were traced with
the help of the
Innova vehicle
bearing registration

number AP 31 AN
0004.
"Their identities are

being verified. No arrests
have been made yet. Their call
data records too are being
examined to check if it was just
for fun or had any malicious
intention," police said.

New courses in government, 
private degree colleges soon 
PNS n HYDERABAD

In tune with industrial
demand, new courses are like-
ly to foray into undergraduate
education in in government
and private degree colleges in
Telangana from this academ-
ic year.

The new courses are being
designed to suit the require-
ments of the industry so that
graduates easily land jobs.

The Telangana State Council
for Higher Education has plans
to introduce B SC Data Science
combination in various col-
leges from this academic year.
The course has highest
demand from industry and
students. 

The course has been
designed with the help of
mathematics, statistics, com-
puter science departments of

various universities and soft-
ware giants like Cognizant
Technology Solutions and the
Tata Consultancy Services. 

The council has permitted
introduction of the course in
80 private colleges. In some
colleges only one section is
permitted, while in respect of
others two or three sections
have been permitted. The
Department of Higher
Education has been making
arrangements to introduce the

course in 26 government col-
leges with 60 in each college. 

Similarly, B Com Business
Analytics course is being intro-
duced in 24 government col-
leges, while the B Com taxa-
tion course is going to be
introduced in 27 colleges,
including the degree colleges at
Adilabad and Bhadrachalam. 

Further, the government has
plans to introduce B Com for-
eign trade course in city col-
lege, Begumpet Women's col-
lege and Khairatabad Degree
College. 

For the first time, BA math-
ematics course is being intro-
duced with the combination of
arts subjects to prepare them
for competitive examinations.
Mathematics, history, econom-
ics combinations, political sci-
ence, public administration
are being worked out. 

Hyd residents
suffer bad,
slushy roads
PNS n HYDERABAD

The residents living in Prem
Nagar of Amberpet are suf-
fering as the authorities
asphalted a fully functioning
road. 

The 200 metre road that
directly impacts the daily
commute of nearly 40 resi-
dents of the area, was asphalt-
ed a couple of days ago, how-
ever no construction work
has yet begun. 

Shaik Salauddin, a social
activist and resident of the
area shares, "The authorities
asphalted the Prem Nagar
road in Amberpet recently.
The road was fine, with no
potholes. There was some
very minimum patch work
required towards the sides.
With no road, we are strug-
gling to take out our vehicles
now."

‘Breastfeeding
is the elixir of
life for infants’
PNS n HYDERABAD

"Breast feeding is the best
gift a mother can ever give
her new born infant. Breast
milk boosts the immunity
power of the infant and
helps in the prevention of
many deadly diseases," said
Governor Dr Tamillisai
Soundararajan.

Launching the breastfeed-
ing week celebrations at Raj
Bhavan on Sunday, she said
that breast milk contains the
vital nutrients and improves
the immunity of the child. 

"Mothers need to be edu-
cated about the benefits of the
breastfeeding from the preg-
nancy period only. With the
breastfeeding the baby is
greatly benefited and this
has to be told to all the lac-
tating mothers," the
Governor added.
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Manasi Joshi, who was among the
three Indian players who won gold at
the World Para-Badminton
Championship, plants a sapling as
part of the Green India challenge
initiated by TRS Rajya Sabha member
Santosh Kumar, in Ahmedabad 

GOING PPLACES

TSRTC's cargo services
yield positive results
PNS n HYDERABAD

The TSRTC Cargo services
which earns Rs 2 crore per
month even in turbulent times
of Covid-19, is targeting to
double the revenue from cargo
and parcel services soon. The
APSRTC, which commenced
the cargo and parcel services
earns Rs 80 crore annually.
Therefore, the TSRTC is also
targeting to earn between Rs
80-100 crore per annum in
case the business picks up
close on the heels of
Coronavirus leaves the shores
of the country. 

The TSRTC has converted
the old and disused buses into
cargo buses and transporting
paddy, books, rations, medi-
cines, liquor and so on and
estimated to earn Rs 300 crore
per annum. But the delay in
officials putting the project
on the rails and subsequent
Coronavirus posed problems
to the project. 

The officials have been get-
ting the old buses body rebuilt
to enable them to transport
parcel and cargo services. The
RTC has decided to use the

RTC buses as it is to send
courier parcels. With the
Minister for Transport
Puvvada Ajay Kumar taking
initiative the project is being
implemented. Because of
teething troubles, the income
realised is not as expected. 

Taking serious view of this,
Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao replaced
the existing officer with OSD
to the Transport Department
Krishna Kant as special officer.
Right from the first day of his
appointment, Krishna Kant
surveyed the market and man-
aged to get orders. During the

past one week, the parcel and
courier service of the RTC is
earning Rs 6.5 lakh per day.
Even major players in cargo
and courier services are not
able get a business of over Rs
15 lakh per day. 

Earlier also, RTC used to run
parcel services with the help of
the private parties. They used to
garner majority of the funds pay-
ing only a nominal amount to the
RTC.  The Transport Minister
changed the policy helping the
RTC earn profits. Cargo special
officer Krishna Kant said that
agreement has been reached
with agents to multiply the rev-

enue of the RTC through parcel
and cargo services.  

If anyone books parcel, the
goods are collected at door step of
the customer and delivered to the
customer at the other end.
Appointment of over 300 agents
and personnel came to a head so
far. The cargo parcel charges would
be revised within three days. Cargo
buses would take care of home
shifting to transportation of paddy
and other services. Agreements are
being worked out with e-com-
merce brands like Amazon,
Flipkart and so on to transport their
goods to rural areas.

In less than a
month since its
official launch,
the Telangana
State Road
Transport
Corporation has
found several
takers for its
parcel and cargo
services 

Increase hospitals, not
crematoriums, says Congress
PNS n HYDERABAD

Telangana Pradesh Congress
Committee (TPCC) Treasurer
Gudur Narayana Reddy
expressed deep concern over
reports of State Government
setting up five new LPG-based
crematoria in Hyderabad in
view of rising number of
Coronavirus cases in the twin
cities of Hyderabad and
Secunderabad. 

As per media reports, the
LPG-fuelled crematoria are
likely to be installed at Hindu
cremation grounds in the
Charminar, Khairtabad,
Secunderabad, Uppal and
Kukatpally zones in the next 15
days with each having a capac-
ity of cremating 12 bodies
every day. "The Covid-19 death
toll in Telangana, as being
shown in official Media
Bulletin never exceeded 15 on
any given day. If the official fig-
ures are genuine, then why the
State Government is making
arrangements to cremate 60
more bodies in addition to the
existing crematoria. Are the
authorities expecting the situ-
ation to worsen further or are
they hiding an already wors-
ened condition from the peo-
ple?" he asked.

"Governments which do not
establish hospitals for common
people, end up building crema-
toria. Chief Minister K
Chandrashekhar Rao will be
remembered in history as the
leader who did nothing to
save people's lives, but made
arrangements for their last
rites. KCR government has
wasted a lot of precious time to
prevent the spread of
Coronavirus. It miserably
failed to trace and test the sus-
pects. Consequently, the infect-
ed people moved freely in the
society while spreading the
virus among the rest of the
population. Further, hospitals
were not upgraded on time
which increased the death

toll," he alleged.
Narayana Reddy said that

the Chief Minister should've
dedicated all resources to han-
dle the Covid-19 situation in
the initial stages. However,
KCR focused on diverting
people's attention and hiding
real numbers of Covid-19 cases
and deaths. Despite a rise in
both the number of positive
cases and deaths, the State
Government is not upgrading
the hospitals by ensuring sup-
ply of quality oxygen and
required medicines. He said
several deaths have been
reported in the last few days
where patients in government
hospitals died due to non-
availability of oxygen. 

Are the
authorities
expecting the
situation to
worsen further or
are they hiding an
already worsened
condition from
the people?,
asked Guduru

BJP State
committee
announced 
PNS n HYDERABAD

BJP State president and
Karimnagar MP Bandi Sanjay
Kumar announced his team
of office bearers and State
Morcha presidents here on
Sunday. The committee has
blend of hard core party
leaders and leaders, who have
joined the saffron party from
other parties. 

The committee members
include: vice presidents --
Dr Vijayarama Rao,
Chinthala Ramchandra
Reddy, Sankineni
Venkateshwar Rao, Yendela
Laxminarayana, NVSS
Prabhakar, Yennam Srinivas
Reddy, Manohar Reddy and
Bandru Shonharani. 

General Secretaries:
Premender Reddy, D Pradeep
Kumar, Bandaru Shruthi,
Mantri Srinivasulu.
Secretaries: Raghunandan
Rao, Prakash Reddy, Srinivas
Goud, B Jayashri, P Ganga
Reddy, Kunja Sathyavathi, K
Madhavi, Umarani. 

Treasurer : B Shanthi
Kumar, Bawarlal Varma
(joint treasurer);  Office
Secretary: Uma Shankar;
Yuva Morcha: Bhanu
Prakash. Mahila Morcha: K
Geetha Murty. 

PNS n HYDERABAD

"You give a man a fish and you
feed him for a day. You teach
him to fish and you give him
an occupation that will feed
him for a lifetime. Thus goes
the Chinese adage." 

Software professionals
industry body Telangana
Information Technology
Association (TITA) president
Sundeep Kumar Makthala has
implemented the same with
respect to Sharadha, the IT
professional who turned into a
vegetable vendor after losing
her job at software company
Virtusa due to the Coronovirus
crisis, by enrolling her for a
technical course in artificial
intelligence and also presenting
her with a laptop to do the
learning.

TITA president, after learn-
ing about her precarious finan-
cial position, wanted to extend
her some financial assistance.
However, after learning about
technical prowess and her
intent to slug it out, it had

decided to give her free train-
ing in artificial intelligence
through the training module
TITA is offering in association
with University of Texas at
Dallas (UTD), one of the top
universities in the US. TITA
also decided to give her a lap-
top that will allow her to
undergo the certificate course
in artificial intelligence from
her home and while continu-
ing to support her family by

selling vegetables.
'Sharadha's story is inspiring

in these Covid times where job
losses are not uncommon.
However, she took things in her
stride and went on to work with
the resources at hand. In doing
this, she has sent a message that
tough times do not last but
tough people do. We interact-
ed with her and learnt that she
is willing to hone her technical
skills. She is one who relies on

hardwork alone. We thought a
course in artificial intelligence
will be of more help in the cur-
rent situations. The laptop will
allow her to pursue the course
while continuing to work at
home," said TITA Global
President Sundeep Kumar
Makthala about the decision to
offer her an opportunity to pur-
sue a course with an interna-
tional certification and a laptop
free to her.

Commenting on the crisis in
the IT industry, Makthala said
the industry is not immune to
the changes happening global-
ly. However, the IT profession-
als should learn to cope with the
job scenarios and should not
lose heart. They should use the
current times to hone their
existing skills or learn new
skills, which will enhance their
employability in times to come.
TITA has been working on
this front to drive home the
need for learning new skills
constantly. Last year, there was
an incident where one techie
Harini lost her life and that has
shook many in the industry.

Makthala said youngsters
should look at entrepreneurship
as well and not just look for a
placement. Artificial intelli-
gence, cyber security,
blockchain technologies are the
current flavor and promise to
provide job opportunities, he
said. TITA Spokesperson
Venkata Vanam, TITA Sports
Secretary Ronith Banda, Iliyas,
Harika participated.

TITA reaches out to ‘software Sharadha'
TITA decided to
give her a laptop
that will allow her
to undergo the
certificate course
in Artificial
intelligence from
her home and
while continuing
to support her
family by selling
vegetables

PNS n HYDERABAD

AICC secretary Ch Vamshi
Chand Reddy on Sunday
addressed a letter to the Chief
Minister K Chandrasekhar
Rao to immediately reconsid-
er file No. 7824/2019 for the
extension of time frame for the
transfer process and direct
the concerned officials to com-
plete the inter-state transfers of
all eligible candidates at the
earliest possible. 

He said he is also request-
ing the Chief Minister to
approve the transfer of the
candidates with NOCs from
both the governments, irre-
spective of the time extension.
This could help thousands of
employees re-unite with their
families and enable them to
live and work with spirit and
confidence, especially, during
such dreadful times.

He said in the letter that he
would like to draw Chief
Minister's attention to the
pathetic situation of married
commuter couples, that are
working in two different states.

The job obligations are keep-
ing them away from each
other and making their lives
stressful and miserable. The
Covid-19 induced hardships
are worsening the situation for
them and they are compelled
to continue to work from dif-
ferent cities even during this
deadly pandemic, he said. 

He said he would like to
recall that the Memo No.
9940/SPF & MC/2015, dated
August 7, 2017 has been issued
by the Chief Secretaries of
both Telangana and Andhra
Pradesh for inter- state job
transfers. As per the memo, this
transfer process, for the candi-
dates that have applied, has to
be completed in 2 months. 

‘Complete inter-state
transfers of employees’

Kodandaram
slams govt
over farmer's
suicide
PNS n HYDERABAD

TJS chief Prof M
Kodandaram on Sunday sug-
gested the government to
change its attitude towards
the Dalits in the state. He was
speaking after consoling the
family of Byagari
Narsimhulu, who committed
suicide, in Veluru in Vargal
mandal in Gajwel on Sunday.
Extending condolences to
the bereaved family,
Kodandaram said that it is
not proper on part of the gov-
ernment to take back the land
given by it forcefully. "It is
painful that instead of distrib-
uting three acres of land to
each Dalit family, the govern-
ment is forcefully taking the
lands. Narsimhulu commit-
ted suicide as the government
took his land without listen-
ing to his plea. It is shameful
on the part of police for
obstructing the people from
attending funerals of
Narsimhulu,” he alleged.

AP Guv not to

celebrate Rakhi

PNS n VIJAYAWADA

Governor Biswa Bushan
Harichandan, whose birthday
falls on August 3, has decid-
ed not to celebrate his birth-
day due to prevailing situa-
tion of Covid-19 pandemic in
the State. The Governor has
appealed to people not to
come to the Raj Bhavan to
wish him on his birthday. He
once again appealed to peo-
ple of the State to take all pre-
cautions such as avoiding
unnecessary travel by staying
at home, maintaining social
distance.

TPCC CHIEF POST

Followers of leaders battle it on social media
K VENKATESHWARLU

n HYDERABAD

Selection of the TPCC presi-
dent is progressing akin to one
step forward and two steps
backwards. The Congress lead-
ers are worried not knowing
when the Congress high com-
mand takes a decision.  The
issue comes up for discussion
every time, but the high com-
mand is putting the issue on
hold all of a sudden.

It may be recalled that sev-
eral leaders are trying to grab
the TPCC post for the last two
years. However, the high com-
mand is least bothered about
the appointment of new chief
to TPCC. But some leaders are
severely putting their efforts to
achieve the pivoted post
though there are no indications
in Delhi in this regard. 

However, on social media,
an unidentified person is con-
ducting election process for the
TPCC post and asking the
social media users to pick
their choice.  The issue came to
light with TPCC Disciplinary
Committee chairman M

Kodanda Reddy issuing a state-
ment on Sunday. Kodanda
Reddy said that a person is
conducting election process
for TPCC chief post on social
media. 

Condemning the act,
Kodanda Reddy said that the
TPCC election process is pure-
ly internal affair of the party.
The process will be held fol-
lowing the Congress party
guidelines. He asked the party
members not to indulge in
such anti-party activities. He
urged the members to respect
the Congress party rules and

regulations and traditions.
According to party sources,

on the 'social media poll' the
said person mentioned the
names of A Revanth Reddy;
Komatireddy Venkat Reddy;
Mallu Bhatti Vikramarka; D
Sridhar Babu and N Uttam
Kumar Reddy. 

A leader on condition of
anonymity said that the party
knows who is conducting this
social media election process.
"One leader who is seriously
trying grab the post is doing all
this. His followers are in hurry
to see their leader as TPCC

chief post and hence they are
indulging in such activity," he
added. It may be recalled that,
recently, Komatireddy Venkat
Reddy calling on Sonia Gandhi
in Delhi gave rise to specula-
tions over his appointment as
the successor to N Uttam
Kumar Reddy, the existing
TPCC president. Not to be out-
done, Malkajgiri MP is leaving
no stone unturned to secure
the post, it is learnt. Recently,
he is understood to have made
a courtesy call on DK
Sivakumar, Karnataka PCC
president, in Bengaluru. 

Several leaders
have been trying
to grab the TPCC
post for the last
two years.
However, the high
command is least
bothered about
the appointment
of new chief to
TPCC 

PNS n HYDERABAD

Dr Vijay Yeldandi, infectious
diseases expert in Illinois
University of the USA, has felt
that villagers resisting crema-
tion of the dead due to
Coronavirus does not set a
good precedent and described
such a behaviour as a blot on
society. He was responding to
media reports on villagers not
allowing cremation of the dead
due to the pandemic in villages. 

He dashed a letter to the
Health Minister Eatala
Rajender and TS Planning
Board vice-chairman B Vinod
Kumar and urged them to
take appropriate steps to rein

in such objectionable behav-
iour. The virus spreads to
droplets but not through bod-
ies of he dead, he said exhort-
ing everyone to take a note of

it. Therefore, he exhorted the
people to act with humanity
and felt that resisting cremation
of the Covid patients in villages
does not set a good precedent. 

Responding to the latter,
Vinod Kumar called upon vil-
lagers not to obstruct the cre-
mation of the bodies in the vil-
lages.  He said that such inci-
dents taking place in villages
are being highlighted by media
now and then. Due respect
should be accorded to the
bodies and they should be
allowed to be cremated, he said
advising the people that it is the
minimum responsibility of the
people to allow cremation. 

Disposal of bodies according
to religious faiths of people
should be given due respect, he
said. He called upon villagers not
to forget to implement Covid-19
rules during cremation.

TS Planning Board vice-chairman B Vinod Kumar with Dr Vijay Yeldandi in the city
on Sunday

Don't oppose burial of Covid victims: VinodKrishna projects continue 
to receive good inflows
PNS n HYDERABAD

While the outflows from
Almatti and Narayanpur pro-
jects in Karnataka have come
down drastically, the week-
long rainfall of 54.2 mm and
10.3 mm rainfall in the catch-
ment areas of major rivers in
the State has helped maintain
fairly good inflows into the
State’s reservoirs and projects
both on Krishna and Godavari
rivers.

On Sunday the inflows into
Almatti were 11,158 cusecs

and outflows were mere 1,922
cusecs. Similarly inflows into
Narayanpur were 67 cusecs
and outflows were 4,878
cusecs. At the Priyadarshini
Jurala Project (PJP) the inflows
were impressive in the range of
14,000-15,500 cusecs and out-
flows were 12,212 cusecs. The
PJP is catering to Nettempadu
and Bhima lift irrigation pro-
ject, powerhouse, the left, right
and parallel canals.

At Srisailam in the down-
stream, water level in the reser-
voir is 851.60 feet against an

FRL of 885 feet. The inflows
are 29,573 cusecs and outflows
are 46,793 cusecs. As a result
Nagarjuna Sagar is receiving
35,568 cusecs of inflows and
outflows of 2,560 cusecs. The
water level in Sagar is 549.80
feet compared to the Full
Reservoir level (FRL) of 590
feet.

While almost all the projects
on river Godavari have satis-
factory storage of water, the
inflows are less compared to
that of projects on river
Krishna. 

Declare Health Emergency
in Andhra Pradesh: TDP
PNS n VIJAYAWADA

TDP MLA Dola Bala
Veeranjaneya Swamy on
Sunday expressed concern
over the unchecked rise in
Coronavirus cases and fatali-
ties in the State in the face of
continued negligence of the
government in providing bet-
ter treatment facilities. He
demanded that the YSRCP
government should declare
Health Emergency immedi-
ately so as to according top 
priority that was required to
rescue people from the pan-
demic.

Opposition party MLA stat-
ed that there is an immediate
need to increase beds, venti-
lators, ICUs and doctors to
provide timely treatment to
patients. He alleged that the
government testing centres
were not doing tests prompt-

ly and giving lame excuses to
patients as they were asking
people sometimes to go to pri-
vate labs.

He lamented that lack of
timely testing and delayed
results was putting the lives of
many people in danger. He
urged the government to pro-
vide necessary funds and facil-
ities to officials in order to
speed up testing.

Veeranjaneya Swamy
expressed surprise that the
district-level officials were

not answering to the phone
calls of even the MLAs as
they were unable to provide
facilities for Coronavirus
patients in the hospitals. He
rued a helpless situation has
set in where the common
public were coming to the
MLAs even for recommenda-
tions for beds and test results.
He opined that the govern-
ment should understand the
problems of patients and 
augment the facilities all over
the State.

Swamy urged the govern-
ment to issue district-level
health bulletins to make all
information available to peo-
ple on the availability of beds,
hospitals, ventilators, testing
labs and so on. He asserted
that transparency was neces-
sary for taking everybody
along in the cause of defeat-
ing the invisible enemy.
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SHORT READS

‘My good fortune that
Ram temple will be
built in my lifetime’
NEW DELHI: BJP ally and Lok
Janshakti Party president
Chirag Paswan said on Sunday
that it is his "good fortune" that
Ram temple is going to be
constructed in Ayodhya in his
lifetime. Paswan also described
himself as a "descendant" of
Shabri who, he claimed,
belonged to a deprived section
of society. "As a descendant of
mother Shabri, who hailed
from a deprived section, was a
disciple of saint Matang and
was an ardent devotee of Shri
Ram, it is my good fortune that
the temple is being constructed
again in my lifetime," he said in
a tweet. According to the epic
Ramayan, Shabri had offered
berries already tested by her to
Lord Ram during his stay in the
forest and he accepted her
offerings with affection. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi will lay
the foundation stone of the
temple at a ceremony in
Ayodhya on August 5.

Sacred soil, river
water from Karnataka
sent for Ram temple

TN Guv Purohit tests
positive for COVID-19
CHENNAI: Tamil Nadu
Governor Banwarilal   Purohit
has tested positive for COVID-
19, but advised home isolation
since his infection was mild, a
city-based private hospital said
on Sunday. The 80-year old
Purohit was on self-isolation
since July 29 after three people
in the Raj Bhavan tested
positive for the coronavirus. A
bulletin issued by the Kauvery
Hospital where the Governor
underwent further tests on
Sunday said he has been
advised home isolation and a
medical team would monitor
him. Purohit "tested positive
for COVID-19," hospital
Executive Director Dr
Aravindan Selvaraj said in the
bulletin.

BENGALURU: The Karnataka
unit of Vishwa Hindu  Parishad
(VHP) on Sunday said water
from various rivers and soil
from religious places in
Karnataka have been sent for
the construction of Ram temple
in Ayodhya in Uttar Pradesh.
The groundbreaking ceremony
for construction of the temple
would take place on August 5
and Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has been invited to the
event. "We have sent the water
and soil from all the rivers and
religious  places in the state. It
will be used for sanctifying the
temple site," VHP Prachar
Pramukh Basavaraj said.
According to him, Suttur Math
seer Shivaratri Deshikendra
sent water from Cauvery and
Kapila. Dharmasthala
Manjunatha Dharmadhikari
Veerendra Heggade sent water
from Netravati river while
Sringeri Shankaracharya Sri
Bharati Tirtha collected water
from Tunga, Bhadravati.

PNS n JAMMU

Former Jammu and Kashmir
chief minister Farooq Abdullah
on Sunday demanded a probe by
retired Supreme Court judges
into the exodus of Kashmiri
Pandits from the valley in early
1990s.

Replying to questions during
a webinar, Abdullah said he was
of the firm belief that Kashmir
is incomplete without Kashmiri
Pandits and that he would sup-
port any mechanism to bring
them back honourably.

Nearly 60,000 Kashmiri
Pandit families are registered as
migrants after the onset of mil-
itancy in the Kashmir Valley in
early 1990s.

Abdullah, a member of Lok
Sabha and president of the
National Conference, chose to
blame then former Governor
Jagmohan for the exodus and
said that he "took them away" on
the false promise of ensuring

their return within three months.
During the webinar hosted by

Jammu-based Epilogue News
Network on the theme,
"Discerning old order delineat-
ing new order – a year after neu-
tralization of Article 370 and
abrogation of Article 35 A",
Abdullah was asked whether he
would support a genocide bill
being floated by the Panun
Kashmir, a Kashmiri Pandit
organisation demanding a sep-
arate homeland for the migrants.

He said he would have to go
into the details of the bill first.

Abdullah, a three-time chief
minister, said, "A sincere and
honest judge of Supreme Court,
retired judge of Supreme Court,
a team of judges...let them inves-
tigate and come out with their
report. It will clear many minds
around the globe, among the
younger Kashmiri Pandits, that
it was not Kashmiri Muslims
who threw them out. There are
still many Kashmiri Pandits
who never left and they are liv-
ing here."

The National Conference
leader narrated many instances
where Muslims had stood by the
Pandit community since 1947
and said "do you think we were
happy when they (Kashmiri
Pandits) were taken away," he
said, adding "we always believe
that Kashmir is never going to be
complete unless the Hindu
brethren come back and live in
peace with all of us".

Farooq Abdullah calls for probe
into exodus of Kashmiri Pandits

PNS n CHANDIGARH

Haryana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal Khattar on
Sunday spelled out the initia-
tives taken by his government
for the empowerment of
women, saying providing
equal opportunities to them
was a priority.  

The CM said this during a
webinar attended by women
belonging to various fields.
The participants included
teachers, sarpanches, students
and those involved in self-
help groups.

During the interaction,
Khattar was asked a question
on women safety by Archana
Chaudhary from Karnal's

Shamgarh village, who said he
has been living in California
for five years and driving a
truck there.

He said the government
has been laying a lot of
emphasis on women's educa-
tion and providing them
equal opportunities to
progress.

Providing equal
opportunities to women
a priority: Haryana CMPNS n CHENNAI

The Centre will not impose
any language on any state
through the new National
Education Policy (NEP) 2020,
Union Minister for Education
Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank
said on Sunday.

Nishanks clarification,
through a tweet in Tamil,
comes in the backdrop of
opposition to NEP in Tamil
Nadu on the grounds that the
policy allegedly imposed
Hindi and Sanskrit. In his
tweet to former Union
Minister from the state Pon
Radhakrishnan, Nishank said
he was looking forward to the
guidance of the ex-central
minister in implementing
NEP in Tamil Nadu."I once

again like to insist that the
Central government will not
impose any language on any
state," he said. The M K Stalin-
led DMK and many opposi-
tion parties in Tamil Nadu
have opposed NEP and want
a review of the sweeping
reforms it has proposed.

HRD Minister clears
the air on NEP

Union Minister observes fast as BJP
seeks to step up pressure on Kerala govt
PNS n NEW DELHI

Union Minister V
Muraleedharan   on Sunday
observed a day-long fast at his
residence here demanding the
resignation of Kerala Chief
Minister Pinarayi Vijayan over
the gold smuggling case.

The fast was part of inten-
sifying the BJP's protests
against the Kerala government
over the recent gold smuggling
involving diplomatic baggage.

The Minister of state for
External Affairs and
Parliamentary Affairs alleged
the chief minister had allowed
his office to be used by those
who indulged in "anti-nation-
al activities and betrayed the
nation."

"The Chief Minister has
betrayed the country by giving
away his office to those who
indulged in anti-national activ-
ities. He must resign. The NIA
took up the case after the
Customs report that the
accused persons have terror

links," Muraleedharan said.
The fast was inaugurated by

BJP national general secre-
tary P Muralidhar Rao.

The Kerala government has
faced criticism after reports
emerged that the former IT
secretary M Sivashankar had
close links with a few accused
in the case.

The National Investigation
Agency and the Customs
department are investigating
the gold smuggling through
diplomatic baggage which
came to the Thiruvanantha-
puram International Airport

addressed to the UAE
Consulate. The probe agencies
have arrested four, including
two former employees of the
consulate.

On July 5, the customs
seized around 30 kg of gold
worth Rs 15 crore. So far,
sleuths have arrested three,
including two former employ-
ees of UAE consulate Swapna
Suresh and Sarith and six
more on Sunday.

One more person is yet to be
arrested. The probe agencies
have named at least 15 persons.
Amid demands by the BJP and
the Congress for Vijayan's res-
ignation, the state government
had earlier suspended senior
IAS officer Sivashankar as his
name cropped up along with
Swapna Suresh and the NIA
and the Customs have already
questioned him for over 23
hours on multiple occasions.

However, they are yet to
name Sivashankar officially in
any of the matters related to the
case.

Yogi announces
financial aid for
treatment of
Anupam Shyam
PNS n LUCKNOW

Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath has
announced an assistance of
Rs 20 lakh for treatment of
actor Anupam Shyam, who
is admitted to the Intensive
Care Unit of a Mumbai hos-
pital after being diagnosed
with kidney infection.

The 62-year-old actor,
known for his work on the
TV show "Mann Ki Awaaz:
Pratigya" and in films like
"Slumdog Millionaire" and
"Bandit Queen", was under-
going dialysis at Apex
Kidney Care in the north
Mumbai suburb of Malad.
But he was shifted to Lifeline
Hospital in Goregaon on
July 27 after he collapsed
during dialysis.

His last screen appear-
ance was on the show
"Krishna Chali London",
which ended in June.

Kerala gold
case: NIA
arrests six
more people 
PNS n NEW DELHI

The National Investigation
Agency (NIA) has arrested
six more people and conduct-
ed searches at six places in
connection with the Kerala
gold smuggling case, an offi-
cial said on Sunday.

The agency has so far
arrested 10 people in the
case of smuggling of gold
through diplomatic baggage
addressed to the UAE con-
sulate in Kerala capital
Thiruvananthapuram.

On July 30, two accused —
Jalal A M of Ernakulam and
Said Alavi E of Malappuram
— were arrested for conspir-
ing with the arrested accused
Ramees K T, an NIA
spokesperson said.

On July 31, two more
accused, Mohammed Shafi P
and Abdu P T, both residents
of Malappuram, were arrest-
ed in the case, he said.

On August 1, the NIA
arrested two more persons -
- Ernakulam-residents
Muhammad Ali Ebrahim
and Muhammad Ali.

‘NEP misses fundamental
goal of human development’
PNS n NEW DELHI

The Congress on Sunday said
the new National Education
Policy misses the fundamental
goal of human development
and expansion of knowledge,
noting that it is high on "catch-
words" and "verbosity" but
lacks critical finances and a
coherent roadmap for imple-
mentation.

It alleged that the policy has
circumvented parliamentary
oversight and there has been
no discussion with the acade-
mia except the RSS.

Congress leaders MM Pallam
Raju, Rajeev Gowda and
Randeep Surjewala said the
NEP seeks to create a digital
divide between the poor and the
rich as it promotes privatisation
of public education and "this will
lead to it going out of reach of

the middle class and the disad-
vantaged in the society".

They also questioned the
government's intent in raising
spending on education to 6 per
cent of the GDP, saying the same
has fallen from 4.14 per cent of
GDP in 2014 to 3.2 per cent cur-
rently under the Modi govern-
ment and is likely to fall further

due to cuts in outlays on account
of resource crunch due to the
Covid-19 pandemic.

"The National Education
Policy 2020, which aimed to
pave the way for transforma-
tional reforms in school and
higher education, is high on
catchwords, gloss, appearance
and verbosity yet lacks a coher-

ent implementational roadmap
and strategy, clearly defined
milestones and the critical
finances necessary to execute
this grand vision," they said in
a joint statement.

"All in all, the NEP 2020 miss-
es the fundamental goal of
human development and expan-
sion of knowledge," they said.

PNS n NEW DELHI

The National Green Tribunal-
appointed Yamuna Monitoring
Committee has recommended
revisiting the 1994 water shar-
ing agreement between
Uttarakhand, Himachal
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh,
Haryana and Delhi to ensure
environmental flow in the
river throughout the year.

The two-member panel,
comprising retired NGT expert
member B S Sajawan and for-
mer Delhi Chief Secretary
Shailaja Chandra, made the
recommendation on the basis
of a draft report on "E-flow for
the Delhi stretch of the river".

The environmental flow
requirement is the "accept-
able flow regime required to
maintain the river in reason-
able condition or predeter-
mined state".

"The Ministry of Jal Shakti,
Upper Yamuna River Board
and the riparian states of
Uttarakhand, Himachal

Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh,
Haryana and Delhi rework
the 1994 water sharing agree-
ment to permit release of the
recommended E-flow at
Hathnikund Barrage," the
panel said.

The report prepared by the
National Institute of
Hydrology, Roorkee, recom-
mended that 23 cumec water
be released in Yamuna from
the Hathnikund Barrage in
Haryana's Yamuna Nagar dis-
trict instead of 10 cumec in

January and February for sus-
taining downstream ecosys-
tems.

The barrage regulates the
flow of the river for irrigation
in Haryana and Uttar Pradesh
through Western and Eastern
Yamuna Canals, and munici-
pal water supply to Delhi.

The report said 26 cumec,
29 cumec, 34 cumec and 44
cumec water should be
released in the river in March,
April, May and June, respec-
tively. 

Indira Rasoi Yojana to start
in Rajasthan from Aug 20
PNS n JAIPUR

Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot
directed officials on Sunday to
start the Indira Rasoi Yojana in
urban areas of Rajasthan from
August 20. Reviewing the prepa-
rations for the scheme, named
after former prime minister
Indira Gandhi, Gehlot said the
state government would spend
Rs 100 crore per year on it. He
said the poor would get quality
nutritious food for just Rs 8.

The chief minister said the
scheme should be implemented
with the spirit of public service,
transparency and public partic-
ipation so that it becomes an
example in the direction of pro-
viding food security to the poor
in the country. Gehlot directed
that participation of service-

oriented institutions and volun-
tary organisations should be
ensured in the operation of the
scheme. He has instructed the
district collectors to select such
institutions as soon as possible.

The chief minister also direct-
ed to constitute a committee at

the state and district levels to
ensure the quality of food.

Urban Development Minister
Shanti Dhariwal, who participat-
ed through video conference in
the meeting, said the state gov-
ernment would give a grant of Rs
12 per plate.

DU meeting likely over
4 subjects' syllabus
PNS n NEW DELHI

The Delhi University is likely
to hold a key meeting this
week to decide on the syllabus
of four courses, as the online
classes are slated to begin
from August 10.

Teachers have said the syl-
labus of four courses-- Political
Science, Sociology, History
and English-- for the third and
the fifth semesters was yet to
be finalised. They had
expressed apprehensions
about how they would be able
to start the classes.

A row had erupted over the
syllabus of these subjects last
year, with a right-wing teach-
ers' outfit alleging that the cur-
riculum was "pro-Left".

The syllabus of the four
courses for the first semester
was referred back by the exec-
utive council to the depart-
ments. It had submitted the
revised syllabus to the over-
sight committee, which had
passed the syllabus of the first
semester.

"We are holding a meeting
either on Monday or Tuesday,"
professor Maharaj Pandit,

chairman of the oversight
committee on syllabi, said.

"The registrar is looking
into the issue. We have circu-
lated it among the deans so we
should be able to reach a con-
sensus," Pandit said.

Professors of English and
Political Science departments
said they had sent reminders
to the oversight committee
regarding the approval of the
syllabi.

A professor from the
English department, request-
ing anonymity, said they had
sent the syllabus and have sent
reminders to the committee
regarding the approval.

He hoped that the commit-
tee would approve the syllabi
before August 10.

"We are writing to them to
approve the syllabi. More than
a month ago we had sent the
syllabi," Veena Kukreja, head
of Political Science depart-
ment, said.

"There was a letter from the
university to send the syllabi
for approval of the oversight
committee. I think it should be
done before August 10," she
added.

PNS n NEW DELHI

The world's highest railway
bridge over river Chenab in
Jammu and Kashmir will be
ready by next year, and will
connect the valley with the rest
of India by train for the first
time by 2022, officials said on
Sunday.

The bridge, which has a
central span of 467 metres, is
being built at a height of 359
metres from the bed level. The
height of Qutab Minar in Delhi
is 72 metres and that of the
Eiffel Tower in Paris is 324
metres. 

"This is the tallest railway
bridge in the world and the
maximum designed wind
speed for the bridge is 266
kmph," a senior government
official said.

The construction work of
the bridge was accelerated in
the last one year under the
direct supervision of the top
echelons of the central govern-
ment, the official said

According to the plans,
Kashmir will be connected
with train by December 2022.

The Udhampur-Katra (25
Km) section, Banihal-
Quazigund (18 Km) section
and Quazigund-Baramulla
(118Km) section have already
been commissioned.

The last remaining section,
the 111 km Katra-Banihal sec-
tion is currently under execu-
tion. It is targeted for comple-
tion in December 2022. The
126 km out of 174 km of tun-
nels on this section has already
been completed.

There has been a greater
push in the last one year for
implementation of various pro-
jects under the Rs 80,068 crore

Prime Minister's Development
Package (PMDP) announced
on November 7, 2015, the offi-
cial said.

The package is meant for
strengthening socio-econom-
ic infrastructure and balanced
regional development of
Jammu and Kashmir.

The programme touches
practically every sector and
provides for massive invest-
ments in basic infrastructure,
another official said.

After the reorganisation of
Jammu and Kashmir in
August 2019, the Union
Territory of Jammu and

Kashmir was left with 54 pro-
jects under the PMDP with an
outlay of Rs 58,627 crore.

A total of nine projects
with an outlay of Rs 21,441
crore were transferred to the
UT of Ladakh.  

"The work in the PMDP
since June 2018 and particu-
larly in the last one year has
been the rapid and unprece-
dented," the official said. 

The number of completed
projects and substantially
completed projects has corre-
spondingly shot up from
seven in June 2018 to 17 in
July 2020. 

Chenab rail bridge in J&K 
to be ready by next year

UP Minister
Kamal Rani
Verma dies of
COVID-19
PNS n LUCKNOW

Uttar Pradesh Minister
Kamal Rani Varun, the only
woman cabinet minister in
the state, died of COVID-19
at a hospital here on Sunday.
She was 62.

The Technical Education
minister, who tested positive
for COVID-19 on July 18 and
is the first minister in the
state to succumb to the dis-
ease, breathed her last at the
Sanjay Gandhi Postgraduate
Institute of Medical Sciences
(SGPIMS).

She had comorbidities,
including diabetes, hyper-
tension and hyperthyroidism,
a senior doctor at the hospi-
tal said.   Kamal Rani, who is
survived by her daughter,
was cremated at the Bhairo
Ghat crematorium here in
accordance with COVID-19
protocols."A guard of honour
was given as soon as her body
reached Bhairo Ghat crema-
torium," District Magistrate
Dr Brahmdeo Ram Tiwari
said.

NGT panel recommends reworking
1994 water pact to revive Yamuna

"The National Education Policy
2020, which aimed to pave the way
for transformational reforms in
school and higher education, is high
on catchwords, gloss, appearance
and verbosity yet lacks a coherent
implementational roadmap and
strategy, clearly defined milestones
and the critical finances necessary
to execute this grand vision," they
said in a joint statement

The bridge is being
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E
dwin A Grosvenor (1845-
1936), an American histori-
an and author, who for some
years lived and taught in
Constantinople — as Istanbul

was still called in the late 19th centu-
ry — found that the Turks regarded
Aya Sofia (Hagia Sophia) with “pride
of conquest than affection.” The exquis-
ite cathedral was still functioning as a
mosque when Grosvenor wrote the
history of the Ottoman capital in two
volumes, Constantinople (1895).
Nevertheless, since the end of the
Crimean War (1854-56), its ground
floor and the gallery were thrown open
to the visitors for payment of a fee. The
Christian characteristics of the cathe-
dral were so pronounced that “its struc-
tural form has always resisted the
requirements of Moslem ritual.” 

The Turks, being conscious that
“though the mosque is theirs, it is not
of them”, had to import two distinctive
symbols connected with the pulpit. The
first was a pair of silken flags, “signif-
icant of victory of Islam over its par-
ent faiths, Judaism and Christianity.”
Second, every Friday, when its Sheikh
(Imam) climbed the steep pulpit steps
to preach, he held in his right hand an
unsheathed sword, indicative of the
manner in which the Hagia Sophia was
conquered. “So, would the Moslem for-
get the long past of the church?” asked
Grosvenor. “He cannot, for the flags
and sword are there” (Constantinople,
Vol-II, Pg, 543)

It is speculative whether the flags
and sword would be reintroduced in
Hagia Sophia, which was recently
reverted to a mosque. Turkey’s
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, how-
ever, did not re-reclaim Hagia Sophia
for Islam in a manner reminiscent of
Sultan Mehmed II in 1453 AD.
Erdogan achieved his end through a
presidential decree, published in the
official gazette on July 10. He has, thus,
clothed himself in the role of “Gazette
Ghazi.”

Mustafa Kemal Pasha, former
President of Turkey, was also known as
a “Ghazi” (vanquisher of infidels) for
14 long years before he adopted his last
name Ataturk in 1935. This title was
conferred upon him by the new
Turkish National Assembly in
September 1921, at the height of the
Greco-Turkish War (1919-1922) that
he led as the Field Marshal. To many
of his countrymen, especially those
who never saw him, the title conjured
a glamourised image.

Once, when Kemal Pasha “Ghazi”,
as biographer Patrick Kinross informs,
was visiting a mountainous village in
Turkey, he found that an artist had
drawn his portrait from imagination on

a wall. It was that of a formida-
ble warrior, with sweeping
moustaches and a seven-foot
long sword. The villagers, how-
ever, were shocked to discover
a clean-shaven Ghazi in
European style summer suit, a
sports shirt open at the neck
and a Panama hat. So great was
their disbelief that they barely
managed to clap as the Ghazi
walked past his imaginary por-
traiture. The conqueror was
wearing the costume of the infi-
del (Ataturk: The Rebirth of a
Nation, Pg, 414).

More than his western
attire, Kemal’s westernising pol-
icy was likely to scandalise his
countrymen, who had been
direct subjects of the Caliphate
for 400 years. However, it was
much less than what we might
assume. Kemal, by sheer force
of his personality, no less than
the weight of his achievements,
was able to ramrod secularisa-
tion in matters of State policy
and national life of Turkey. He
abolished the Caliphate, elim-
inated religious courts, abol-
ished the fez cap, discouraged
veil for women, suppressed
religious brotherhood, closed
sacred tombs as places of wor-
ship, declared the Gregorian
calendar as a national calendar,
replaced Sharia with a new
civil code law, introduced Latin
alphabets in place of Arabic for
writing Turkish and made the
adoption of the last name

mandatory (himself took up
Ataturk) among others.

Even the name of the
republic viz, Turkey (which
citizens called Türkiye), clear-
ly revealed its European origin.
The term Turk, profoundly
connected with Islam, had orig-
inally been given by the
Europeans in the 11th century.
Whether the modernisation of
Turkey could have been
achieved without brazen west-
ernisation is a matter of opin-
ion. However, through these
measures, Ataturk built up a
Turkish identity founded on
language and territory but
delinked from religion.

“In the imperial society of
Ottomans, the ethnic term Turk
was little used and then chiefly
in a derogatory sense” says
Bernard Lewis, “to designate
Turcoman nomads or  later
ignorant and uncouth Turkish
speaking peasants of Anatolian
villages. To apply it to an
Ottoman gentleman of
Constantinople would have
been an insult” (The Emergence
of Modern Turkey, Pg 1-2).
Until the 19th century, the
Turks had thought of them-
selves purely as Muslims.
Turkish nationalism could only
emerge at the expense of
Muslim identity. Ataturk’s
republic, however, was one-
party rule. Therefore, he could
enforce his policies without
any organised opposition. He

did not banish religion from the
republic but controlled its insti-
tutions, clergy and instructions
through State apparatus.   

For the Greeks, by contrast,
religion continued to be a deci-
sive factor in shaping their
national identity. The Lausanne
Convention on the compulso-
ry exchange of population
between Greece and Turkey
(January 30, 1923) defined a
Greek as one belonging to
“Greek Orthodox religion” and
Turk as “Moslem” without any
reference to a person’s mother
tongue. Greece’s democratic
Constitution (2001) begins
counter-intuitively “in the name
of Holy and Consubstantial
and Indivisible Trinity” rather
than Solon, Clisthenes,
Themistocles and Pericles.  

The reason for the indissol-
uble bond between Eastern
Orthodox Christianity and
Greek identity is two-fold. First,
during the Byzantine era (mid-
fourth to mid-15th century
AD) orthodox religion cement-
ed spiritual and national unity
of the Greeks. The Hellenic past
of the Greeks witnessed conflict
of philosophy and religion as
well as extreme political disuni-
ty. Second, under the Ottoman
rule (mid-15th century to 19th
century), the Church formed
the nucleus of the Greek nation.
Under the millat system, the
Greek patriarch based in
Constantinople also acted as the

secular head of the Roum mil-
let (Roman nation) comprising
all Christian subjects in the
Ottoman empire. It, thus, func-
tioned as a State within the
Empire, whose influence con-
tinued to increase as Ottoman
power declined vis-à-vis
Europe.

The pioneer of the Greek
War of Independence (1821-29)
was Germanos, the Archbishop
of Patras, who on April 4, 1821,
proclaimed the insurrection
against the Turks. Several high
dignitaries of the Orthodox
Church, including Patriarch of
Constantinople Gregory IV
himself, suffered martyrdom.
Thus, Church and Greek inde-
pendence somehow got inter-
connected from the beginning.
This is a legacy that even 21st
century Greece continues to
respect. However, the Church
and the State were separate even
during the Byzantine Empire,
with no scope for conflict
between the Emperor and the
Patriarch, unlike between the
Pope and the monarchs in
Latin Christendom. The same
continues to be true in the
republic of Greece, where the
Church has no role in statecraft.
Turkey, meanwhile, has dented
its own image by reversion of
Hagia Sophia into a mosque.

(The writer is an author and
independent researcher. The
views expressed herein are 
personal.)

I
t is official. India has a major law and order prob-
lem on its hands as communal conflicts are ris-
ing and are being settled outside the justice sys-

tem. Hate Crime Watch documented 254 criminal
attacks targetting religious minorities between
January 2009 and October 2018, which killed 91
people and injured 579 others. And to worsen mat-
ters, our police force is inefficient, ineffective and
distressingly complicit in most crimes and atroci-
ties that are committed on religious minorities,
Scheduled Castes, tribes, backward classes and the
underprivileged. The most recent example of this

chilling indifference and perversion of the law comes from Gurugram where a group
of five cow vigilantes beat up a young man with a hammer in the presence of police-
men on the suspicion of transporting beef. Later, it turned out that it was buffalo meat
that the young man was transporting at the behest of his boss, who has been in the
business for 50 years. For now, the victim, who was beaten within an inch of his life,
is alive, but who is to say what will happen tomorrow? This incident is a throwback
to the Dadri lynching case of 2015 when one Mohammad Akhlaq was killed by cow
vigilantes in Uttar Pradesh for allegedly slaughtering a cow and consuming its meat.
The Gurugram incident, that occurred on the eve of Eid al-Adha, which is colloquial-
ly known as “Bakri Eid”, shows that it was pre-planned and pre-meditated as the cow
vigilantes were out to create trouble or even spark off communal disturbance. Just
like the Dadri case, the police was faster at sending the meat to a lab for testing than
taking the half-dead victim to the hospital or catching any of the suspects. This also
reminds one of the Alwar policemen, who delayed rushing another lynching case vic-
tim, Rakbar Khan, to the hospital and were reluctant to take action against the guilty
cow vigilantes despite video evidence.

It is obvious that emboldened by political patronage and police inaction, cow vig-
ilantes, basically criminals positing themselves as wingmen of Hindutva, are no longer
afraid of the proverbial long arm of the law and don’t hesitate to violate it with impuni-
ty. What else can explain the fact that assaulters continued to beat the young man
even after dragging him to his village with the police watching in silence? In fact, so
brazen and fearless were the men that they turned on the cops themselves when they
finally deigned to intervene. This loss of respect for the law and the guarantee of pro-
tection for a “majoritarian cause” are the reasons why there has been a surge in kan-
garoo courts across the country over the last two months. The vigilantes dispense
instant justice for what they call “theft”and “selling beef.” This latest incident not only
shows how cow vigilantism is on the rise again in India but that the politics of oth-
erisation is set to be the new pandemic.

I
f the Delhi Police, being an elite law-keeping force
in the country, is so sure about the impartiality
and professionalism of its conduct during the city

riots in February, why does it want its own public
prosecutors to fight related cases in court? Or why
is the Lt Governor, Anil Baijal, as the Centre’s rep-
resentative, locking horns yet again with the Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP)-led Delhi Government on an
issue of propriety? This time Baijal has overturned
the Delhi Cabinet’s decision that had disbanded the
panel of lawyers suggested by the Delhi Police from
arguing in the Supreme Court and the High Court

in the interest of a fair probe. Not only this, he has invoked Article 239AA(4) of the
Constitution and referred the dispute to the President. Under the said Article, the Delhi
Government is bound to follow the L-G’s orders. The AAP Government, which has
time and again insisted that the Delhi Police is not under its purview and did not oppose
it or the Home Ministry to which it reports despite public criticism during the riots,
rightly exercised its prerogative to suggest a transparent analysis of events. It argued
that since the courts had already raised serious questions on the investigations done
by the Delhi Police in the riots case and during students’ protests, the lawyers should-
n’t be pro-Government. So against the Delhi Police’s proposal to appoint six senior
lawyers, including Solicitor General Tushar Mehta and ASG Aman Lekhi, as special
counsel in the High Court and Supreme Court in 85 cases related to the riots and the
anti-Citizenship (Amendment) Act protests, the Delhi Government wanted to field lawyer
Rahul Mehra and his team. Does this mean that the Centre is trying to dictate the course
of the trial, investigation and public perception? Or is it trying to justify the crackdown
on the protesters and label them as seditious? For under no circumstance should the
prosecution be linked to one of the parties that is under investigation. Of course, the
BJP has launched a counter-charge, saying the AAP was trying to save its MLA Tahir
Hussein, who has been booked for instigating the riots. But there have been far too
much evidence and reports that show how instead of pursuing the rioters, the Delhi
Police has been harassing victims, activists and acting in a partisan manner. Meanwhile,
politicians who incited mobs were neither charged nor arrested. One cannot ignore
the judiciary either, which has called out the non-action or the programmed action of
the police. Earlier, none other than the Supreme Court had observed that the riots in
Delhi could have been prevented if the police had the independence to act. The Bench
used strong words: “Unfortunate things have happened, the  problem is the total lack
of independence of the police.” And on Friday, the Delhi High Court asked Special
Commissioner of Police Praveer Ranjan to explain the “necessity” of issuing a letter
to chiefs of probe teams, which said that arrests of “some Hindu youth” from riot-hit
areas had led to a “degree of resentment among the Hindu community.” Justice Suresh
Kumar Kait also asked him to place before the High Court “five such letters” issued
by him or his predecessor as the CrPC does not mandate such instructions and remind-
ed that senior officers can just guide their teams but not influence the facts.

The February riots were the worst that Delhi has seen since the targetted killing
of Sikhs in 1984. It brought out a rabid kind of communal sentiments and embar-
rassingly happened when US President Donald Trump was on his first visit to India,
thereby drawing international attention. But then COVID-19 happened and steamrolled
all such concerns. Yet, given the sensitivity involved and the excesses of brutality, it
is of utmost importance that the rule of law is upheld and the judiciary allowed to
function independently. Already perceived to be acting under executive pressure, ever
since the Narendra Modi Government came to power and emaciated institutional pow-
ers, the judiciary should not appear to be “guided” in the riots case. Anyway, the line
between fact and fiction has blurred with too many ground truths held back from the
public domain. And disproportionately, the Government narrative of stereotyping the
riots as another volatile expression of communal angst has been gaining ground. The
Delhi Police is capable of conducting a sound probe but appears to be under pres-
sure to “manage” a certain narrative so that courts have very little to deliberate on.
Certainly, nothing could be a bigger travesty of justice. And if the Delhi Police looks
toothless, one would dread to imagine what happens in the State police forces of Uttar
Pradesh and Haryana, where the ruling party sentiment will sit in judgment on the
right to protest.

AAP, L-G collide

NEP idealistic

Sir — This refers to the editori-
al, “New curriculum” (July 31).
Coming after a gap of 34 years,
the new educational policy
unveiled by the Government is
still idealistic. But it is timely con-
sidering that in a post-COVID-
19 world, the educational pattern
will undergo a sea change. The
proposed shift in the existing
(10+2) system to (5+3+3+4) will
lead to the overall development
of children. Vast changes will
ensure universal access to school
education, focus on early child-
hood care and education, restruc-
ture the school curriculum and
pedagogy, reform the assess-
ment system and invest in
teacher training. All of this will
significantly transform the edu-
cational system. 

Yet NEP’s success depends
on the finer details. It is up to the
Government to create an atmos-
phere, infrastructure and teach-
ing resources for the smooth
phasing of this transition stage.
And it must ensure transparen-
cy and accountability. But most
importantly, it must bring out an
action plan for a pan-India
implementation,

Kirti Wadhawan
Kanpur

Game-changer jets

Sir — The induction of five
Rafale jets will boost the Indian
Air Force (IAF)’s airpower and
military prowess. The procure-
ment of the jets is a very signif-
icant development for India,

which is in the midst of a bitter
military standoff with China in
eastern Ladakh and heightened
tensions with Pakistan along
the LoC.

Technical experts claim that
the supersonic Rafale can be
used for ground and sea attacks
and can undertake electronic
warfare, air defence, ground
support and in-depth strikes.
The biggest asset, however, is its

weapon carrying capability and
air-to-air missile feature. Being
claimed as the most potent air-
craft in South Asia, the flight is
equipped with scalp long-range
missile and can hit a target
more than 300 km away. It can
also detect threats well in
advance and neutralise them.

However, in the context of
the border confrontation with
China, so long as Beijing refus-

es to restore status quo ante
along the LAC, the Rafales
should be used as a bargaining
chip or as a contingency tactic.
But in the changed security
environment, India needs to
fast-track the procurement of the
subsequent batches of the jets.
Unfortunately, the political sys-
tem is always more concerned
about accusations of scandals
regarding arms purchases than
what they mean for security.

N Sadhasiva Reddy
Bengaluru

Where we lag behind

Sir — This refers to the editori-
al, “New curriculum” (July 31).
The NEP offers a lot of hope but
the Government must simulta-
neously work on improving the
quality of teaching and research.
It must also improve its funding
structure. Due to the lack of
opportunities, researchers prefer
moving abroad to pursue PhD.
We need to give them job offers
and financial security.

Rati Agrawal
Via email
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Seeds of conflict

PRIYADARSHI DUTTA

Turkish nationalism could only emerge at the expense of Muslim identity. For the Greeks, by

contrast, religion continued to be a decisive factor in shaping their national identity

I welcome the construction of
the Ram temple in Ayodhya.
The construction of the tem-
ple is being carried out with
the consent of every Indian.
It’s possible only in India.

Congress leader
—Kamal Nath

Even though a lot of horrible
things are being said about
me on the electronic media, I
refrain from commenting on
the advice of my lawyer as
the matter is sub judice.

Actor
—Rhea Chakraborty

I attach great importance to the
development of China-Nepal
relations and I am willing to
work with Nepal to push for the
continued advancement of the
bilateral relationship.

Chinese President
—Xi Jinping

S O U N D B I T E

L E T T E R S T O  TT H E  E D I T O R

NEP: Challenge lies in implementation

T
his refers to the editorial, “New curriculum” (July
31). The first thing that strikes the eye is the pro-
posed Higher Education Commission of India that

dispenses with every other autonomous regulator in
the sector. Notwithstanding its unconcealed proclivi-
ty for ideological ascendancy on education per se, the
BJP, in the National Education Policy (NEP), 2020, has
but added frills to the 1986 education policy without
altering the main motif. The continuity is welcome. 

In doing away with rigid separations between arts,
commerce and sciences; curricular and extra-curric-
ular activities; vocational and academic streams, the
rehashed policy is akin to converting overnight med-
ical clinics to multi-speciality hospitals. Students can
now select subjects across streams. This would expo-
nentially drive additional infrastructure, be it of funds,
quantity, variety or quality of faculty. Taken together,
the management of such involved matrix of matching
each course to resources would need first-rate pro-

fessional administration. Our education spend is to be
boosted. Our enduring incapacity to improve our health-
care spend has been mercilessly exposed by COVID-
19. One hopes the Government has the will to fund
two major social sectors simultaneously.

R Narayanan
Navi Mumbai

Send yyour ffeedback tto:
letterstopioneer@gmail.com 

Hate crime, again

He’s (Dhoni) lost a bit of fit-
ness and there are younger
players coming through the
system. He’s past his best
really and he would be the
right judge for that.

Former India all-rounder 
—Roger Binny

Nullifying the Delhi govt order on appointing independent
lawyers for riots cases seems to be aimed at influencing courts

Cow vigilantes beat up a young man suspecting he
was transporting beef. Only he wasn’t



Own the hybrid war

LAKHS OF PEOPLE SACRIFICED FOR THE RAM TEMPLE

CONSTRUCTION. BHOOMI PUJAN WILL BE HELD ON

AUGUST 5. THE PRIME MINISTER WILL TAKE PART IN IT.

—INTERNATIONAL JOINT GENERAL SECRETARY, VHP

SURENDRA KUMAR JAIN

ATTENDING BHOOMI PUJAN IN OFFICIAL CAPACITY WILL

BE A VIOLATION OF THE PM’S CONSTITUTIONAL OATH

AS SECULARISM IS PART OF THE CONSTITUTION.

—AIMIM CHIEF

ASADUDDIN OWAISI

POINTCOUNTERPOINT 

T
he modern military is increasingly becoming
technology-reliant and, therefore, industry-
dependent. Hybrid warfare — the current

flavour of war-fighting — is fast transforming into
a technology-based, non-contact, ambiguous and
transitory model. The rapidity of change comes from
exponential growth in every facet of human life,
largely fuelled by computers, generating competi-
tion between man and machine as well as combined
man-machine teams. Bursts of concentrated tech-
nology innovation periods like these — so produc-
tive, so game-changing — move into an entirely new
category: Industrial revolution.

The military has been constrained to follow and
adapt to what technology and the industry provide
through these cycles. Throughout revolutions his-
torically, the industry has been just a level ahead of
the military. Today we are deep into Industrial
Revolution 4.0, marked by data and machine learn-
ing (ML). For the military, that means moving our
industrial platforms and war machines to be run
by Artificial Intelligence (AI) engines. The current
security dynamics dictate that the military must do
that, albeit with caution, to finally pull a half-level
ahead of the industry. 

The armed forces must set the tone for tech-
nology-based warfare and create the roadmap so
that they can reach ‘Military 4.5’ as quickly as pos-
sible and guide the industry rather than be dictat-
ed by it. This is a call for the military fraternity and
their counterparts in the industry. If a country is
inferior in technology, by inference, it would be infe-
rior in national security. 

Facing an adversary with better technology, you
are that much weaker, more porous and behind the
curve. If you are vulnerable, you are also exploitable
by nations that are high on research and develop-
ment and innovation. That advantage extends well
beyond military might to the negotiating table, to
diplomatic efforts, to trade and financial markets.
Overall, security is driven by accelerating techno-
logical prowess. For example, China feels comfort-
able, as it projects and flexes its muscles, leverag-
ing technology and military power in tandem. 

Moving the military to 4.5 will represent a major
hurdling of significant obstacles i.e. our cultural aver-
sion to swift change. Right now, we have yet to fully
subsume the elements of Industrial Revolution 4.0.
We’re frankly closer to 3.5. But who better to deter-
mine what is needed and put forth to the industry
than the armed forces, the tip of the spear. We need
the industry to deliver today on the most promis-
ing technologies of tomorrow.

Neo-Nanotechnology: Light, small and fast,
nanotechnology and miniaturised components
offer the military some obvious benefits in terms
of portability, protection and connection. But it
needs to go further. We need the military version
— neo-nanotech — that’s even smaller, refined for
reliable performance, and rugged and hardened
enough to withstand the rigorous demands of field
operations.

Human augmentation to match the machine:
As systems become more networked and the
machines get smarter, the sheer speed and connec-
tivity will challenge the human beings they are
meant to serve. They will need to keep up. Fast and
capable, these systems will easily outstrip their oper-
ators unless some augmentation technology pairs
with the person to prevent fatigue, circumvent rel-
atively slower thinking and fuels a better decision-
making cycle. This intelligent augmentation is cru-
cial to controllable autonomous applications. For
context, consider the modern-day flight deck, which
relies on human input to set up a flight plan. But

the execution of that flight is now under-
taken by the onboard flight computer, a
machine. Why? Humans are now the
weakest link in the chain, vulnerable to
lapses in attention, fatigue, even informa-
tional, psychological, biological and
chemical warfare. Autonomous systems
are much more impervious to such
influences. 

True network-centric operations:
When target acquisition and robotics are
brought together, we will have nearly
achieved the Industrial Revolution for
Military 4.5. Call it C5ISR-STAR2
(Command, Control, Communications,
Computers, Cyber, Intelligence and
Information — Surveillance, Target
Acquisition, Reconnaissance and
Robotics). It is a substantial name for a
substantial capability, a networked battle-
field where decentralised, robotic-initiat-
ed decision-making would be the norm.
The Command, Control and Surveillance
would largely be linked through space.
These assets in space would need protec-
tion. How that is achieved is another race. 

Imagine, for example, that humans
pre-programme a satellite to identify tar-
gets in a certain area. AI can enable them
to set the parameters by which the target
would be eliminated autonomously — the
system would designate the weapon for
doing so and take action if the criteria fits.
In another situation, humans might
serve as the final confirmation before the
autonomous system locks on to a target
for action. Another step forward would
be to designate pre-sanctioned targets, to
be engaged on appearance. 

The Internet of Military Things
(IoMT): Network-centric operations
won’t happen without the fusion of
smaller, smarter sensors, network connec-
tivity, signal intelligence devices, aircraft,
UAVs and so on. A secure, private net-
work is the core layer to communicating
this data. That will require scalable satel-
lite connectivity for narrowband applica-
tions plus fibre and microwave links to

support broadband applications. These
would ultimately connect millions of
devices and sensors operating ubiquitous-
ly and support data transfer. AI would
play a critical role, enabling the IoMT to
transition from mostly telemetry and
sensing to complete autonomous action
guided by rules defined by individual
countries.

Computer networks are efficient,
desirable tools as they can move massive
machine data simultaneously to multiple
subscribers. This can also turn disastrous
if disruption is caused through technol-
ogy limitations, an incident driven by
adversarial action or a simple human
error. The military has this challenge —
it needs its machines and networks
secured and protected against these pos-
sibilities. High assurances and strong pro-
tection tools will need to be delivered by
the industry. Call it military-grade secre-
cy; security protocols would need to be
well-defined. 

Secure Chips, Quantum Technology
and IP concealment (ie, no IP Address)
would essentially form this baseline.
None of the above will be possible if the
industry cannot pin down the fundamen-
tal, base-layer PME (Power, Materials, and
Electronics) capabilities. Military superi-
ority will come from innovations that can
deliver lighter, more sustainable power,
perhaps delivered through nuclear, renew-
ables or rechargeable through motion. 

It will come from lighter, stronger,
self-healing materials designed to max-
imise survivability for the war-fighter and
bear up under temperatures that span the
extremes of heat and cold. 

It will come from next generation
electronics that are tiny, light and pro-
grammable. It will come from develop-
ing the technological mechanisms that
make it possible for humans and
machines to partner in powerful new
ways. PME would expand the possibili-
ties for a single fighting machine to per-
form operations in all three spheres — air,

ground and water — with almost equal
efficiency and sustainability. The AI
engines would enable them to be net-
worked as swarms and self-assign targets
between machines. Networks will make
it possible to build H-M2M-H (Human-
Machine to Machine Human) interfaces
to bring battles to be planned, regulated
and controlled from manned war rooms,
yet fought by machines in the field. The
groundwork has clearly been laid. We
have data, advanced computing, new
materials and engineering methods that
are translating into the fastest evolution
of physical systems in human history. 

We can process data in seconds and
run experiment after experiment based
on the evolving results. Even small com-
panies can better innovate at scale because
it’s cheaper and faster to do so. There are
simply no excuses for failure. 

If the industry can deliver on this con-
siderable potential, the military can
deliver and fulfil its prime directive:
Ensuring national security that underpins
all else. We can do it while preserving
human life and outsourcing the truly dan-
gerous jobs to robotics and autonomous
systems. Military 4.5 is not a holistic war-
fighting solution but a concept to guide
the industry to push the envelope beyond
4.0.

For all actors, elements of war-fight-
ing (ethical, unethical and ambiguous) are
coming together in a new technology-
enabled paradigm — hybrid war — that
will challenge us to be more thoughtful.
The Grey Zone is expanding, stitching
non-State and State actors as legitimate
participants of the hybrid war. The con-
ventional battles are subsuming the sub-
conventional. Technology is the common
denominator but it needs ethical military
guidance along the way.

(The writer is a military veteran and
former Deputy Chief of Integrated Defence
Staff of India. He raised the Defence Space
Agency, Defence Cyber Agency and Special
Operations Division.) 

The armed forces must set the tone for tech-based warfare and create a roadmap so that they
can reach ‘Military 4.5’ quickly and guide the industry rather than be dictated by it
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A search for
some answers

VINAYSHIL GAUTAM

One wonders if people are suffering more from
being infected by Corona or from almost driving
themselves over the edge by the fear of the virus

PJS PANNU 

FACING AN
ADVERSARY 

WITH BETTER
TECHNOLOGY, 

YOU ARE THAT
MUCH WEAKER,
MORE POROUS 

AND BEHIND THE 
CURVE. IF YOU 

ARE VULNERABLE,
YOU ARE ALSO

EXPLOITABLE BY
NATIONS THAT 
ARE HIGH ON
RESEARCH &

DEVELOPMENT AND
INNOVATION. 

THAT ADVANTAGE
EXTENDS WELL

BEYOND MILITARY
MIGHT TO THE
NEGOTIATING

TABLE, TO
DIPLOMATIC

EFFORTS, 
TO TRADE AND

FINANCIAL
MARKETS.
OVERALL,

SECURITY IS
DRIVEN BY

ACCELERATING
TECHNOLOGICAL

PROWESS

O
ne is living almost cocooned in an equilateral triangle. One
arm of the triangle is the terrifying COVID-19 situation, the
second arm of the triangle is an economy in a tailspin, with

little understanding of how deep the dive is going to be or how it
can be brought under control. The third arm of the triangle is made
of the travails and trials of an ordinary life. The COVID age — for
want of a better phrase — that the world is currently passing
through, is known to have just as much of an impact on the psy-
che and lifestyles of people as the Coronavirus has on the human
body. How long can one survive in a bottomless pit of anxiety is
a question to which there can be no definitive answers. Even his-
tory is silent on this very vital issue of human endurance.

One wonders if people are actually suffering more from being
infected by the virus or from almost driving themselves over the
edge by the fear of being infected by COVID-19. The governance
process itself seems to be in a trial and error mode with a hands-
on situation. A few weeks ago, a locality of a major district of an
important State was claimed to have no place in the listing of con-
tainment zones issued by the District Commissioner’s Office. Yet,
when the police department was contacted, they claimed it was
still in the containment zone. Similarly, a Chief Minister asked the
people to come out in large numbers and promote the economy.
He said the weekly bazaars and hotels would open and much,
much more lay ahead. The Lieutenant-Governor negated the instruc-
tion and the hapless citizens struggled to understand what the
content of Unlock 3.0 was.

There are millions of questions about the virus that remain
unanswered. To what extent is surface transmission of the dis-
ease real? Do the envelopes received in the mail pose a risk? One
former director of a major national medical institute says he keeps
the mail and packages in the sun, for a while, before opening them.
He didn’t have an answer on what to do when it rains. A doctor
from England advised the use of gloves while opening envelopes
received through an agency, or at least sanitising the hands after
opening the mail. However, the World Health Organisation (WHO),
in an advisory says that it is safe to receive a package from any
area where COVID-19 has been reported. So, who does one believe
in a situation like this? 

Then there is the case of newspapers. Epidemiologists say
newspapers are safe while others have their doubts. It is difficult
to identify which is an authoritative source of information in so
many aspects of the so-called COVID-era. And then, what hap-
pens to currency notes? The packaging of the kitchen ingredi-
ents which any household would need? Or the milk packets brought
from the dairy?

As noted above, one side of the triangle is that of one being
currently caught up in the actual experience of acquiring the
Coronavirus infection. The other side of the triangle is the kind of
collateral experience when trying to live a normal life through a
pandemic. Even if one forgets about the vaccines, the high and
mighty of the medical profession are still not unanimous on the
nature, extent and the reality of the actual infection. 

If one is not clear there, one can only keep washing hands,
sanitising surfaces, not go out of the house beyond a certain point
and hope for the best. Therein comes the third arm of the trian-
gle. The ways of earning, while staying at home, (the ordinary
life) are limited by class and profession. The circulation of the ser-
vice class is so large and unstructured that contact tracing can
sometimes become like trying to put together a ten thousand-piece
puzzle. 

Add to it the travails of real life. The other realities don’t dis-
appear because the COVID-era is in focus. Where does one find
a safe dentist? In the rainy season one will contract cold because
of change in weather. How does one find out whether it is the
first stage of the Coronavirus or an overheated imagination? One
of the estimates says that over 16 lakh Indians have fallen ill in
the last three months of the pandemic from the Coronavirus. Is
there any figure available of how many people fell ill from diseases
other than the Coronavirus, in the same period?

During the same period, the number of unemployed rose by
10 crore. Even milk registered a lower availability by 30 per cent.
One of the news channels ran a random survey, where 11 per
cent of those surveyed were found to be suffering from mild depres-
sion and another six per cent from depression. Reportedly, in a
Parliamentary Committee proceeding, there has been reference
to an addition of 12 crore to the number of people who have, fur-
ther, sunk below the poverty line. The auto sector has registered
loss of jobs to the tune of 30 per cent and the retail sector up to
60 per cent.

More statistics can be quoted. The relevant part is at least
to ask whether the Coronavirus is the bigger malaise or the col-
lateral damage done by it? For a solution in either case, a scien-
tific method and its comprehensiveness will be the acid test.

(The writer is a well-known management consultant) 

A
n acquaintance associated with
an advertising firm once relat-
ed a rather telling anecdote.

Two years ago, his firm prepared a
campaign for a food company owned
by a gentleman from Faisalabad. The
owner of the company was a self-
made-man who, decades ago, had
begun his career as a worker in a fac-
tory after arriving as a teenager from
a village. 

He had passed his matriculate
exams but because of his family’s dete-
riorating economic situation, he could
not attend college. However, this did

not stop him from diligently working
his way up. From a factory worker, he
became a foreman and then, years
later, with some money borrowed
from a friend, he first set up a grocery
store and then a small food company.
The business was a success and by
2006, he was a rich man. 

The campaign that the advertis-
ing firm presented to him was based
on phrases and antics popularised by
archetypal Punjabi films. After the
firm was done presenting, the owner
began giving his feedback. He told the
agency’s executives that he would
never want to use the campaign.

He then explained: “For years,
Punjabis like me have been struggling
to eliminate this image of us as peo-
ple who look and do things like Sultan
Rahi in Punjabi films.” The business-
man was disappointed that a group of
educated executives from Karachi
could not visualise his company as a
modern entity as they would do for a
multinational. 

This was a case of how superficial-
ly sometimes members of urban mid-
dle-classes perceive people from hum-
bler backgrounds. The advertising
executives had been told by “insiders”
in the company about the owner’s
rural origins. So, in a bid to appeal to
this aspect of his personality, they
assumed that Punjabi films were
accurate depictions of the province’s
rural life and, therefore, such imagery
would suffice to get the owner’s
approval. 

In the early 1990s, Imran Aslam,
playwright and former editor of an
English daily where I worked as a
reporter, told me that when he was a
young man and “experimenting” with
communism, there used to be a trend
among communists from well-to-do
middle-class families to “prove their
socialist credentials” by taking up
“working class vocations.” 

Imran said that he once joined a
group of labourers working at a con-
struction site but the workers simply

refused to let him work. This was not
because his presence threatened them.
In fact, according to Imran, it actual-
ly amused them no end. They just
could not figure out why a person with
a good education, spacious home and
the potential to bag a lucrative job
would leave all of it to lift bricks with
a group of men who would rather have
a good education, spacious homes and
the potential to bag lucrative jobs. 

According to Imran, his young,
idealistic self had sketched a roman-
ticised picture of how working class
people think. He believed they would
be pleased to see a member of a more
prosperous class join them in doing
what they did for a living. Imran said
that, eventually, some of the labour-
ers told him that one day they would
like their children to have the kind of
life he had before he arrived at the con-
struction site. Imran went back home. 

In 2015, at that year’s Karachi
Literature Festival that I attended as
a speaker, I bumped into a relative of

the late communist leader Hasan
Nasir. Nasir, who hailed from an aris-
tocratic family in India, was associat-
ed with the Communist Party of
Pakistan. He was arrested by the Ayub
Khan dictatorship in 1960, tortured
and killed. His relative is married to
one of my mother’s cousins. He (the
relative) told me that Nasir was arrest-
ed from a shanty town in Karachi.
When I asked him if he was hiding
there, the relative smiled and said, “No,
he was living there.” He said that Nasir
was constantly at odds with his priv-
ileged background and made sure he
challenged it by residing in areas where
working-class people lived, in their
huts and tiny apartments. 

As I showed my appreciation, the
relative smiled again and said, “But
they (the poor) always treated him dif-
ferently. He was never accepted as one
of their own. All they were interested
in was whether he could get them bet-
ter jobs or a better education for their
children. All else they understood as

just talk by a young man.” 
This is interesting because, as a

student leader, during my involvement
in a campaign for a political party for
the 1988 elections, I remember that
when we used to visit low-income
areas, the people there would nod,
smile and applaud the fiery speeches
that the party’s younger cadres deliv-
ered. But they were far more interest-
ed to meet the candidate and talk to
him about whether he was capable of
providing them jobs or schools, or
how the candidate planned to resolve
the area’s infrastructural issues. 

Finally, one day, I asked the can-
didate how he was able to engage with
the voters in such areas where our rev-
olutionary speeches about solidarity
with the poor were failing to attract
similar traction. He replied: “They
dream about becoming what you
are. They don’t want to see another
them. They want to see themselves
becoming you, or at least believe that
their children can. That’s what I

promise them. Things and tools to bet-
ter their lot.”  

In his 1937 book, The Road to
Wigan Pier, George Orwell writes
about his experiences living as a
socialist among coal miners and fac-
tory workers. According to Orwell, the
poor were simply interested in
improving their lives with better pay
and conditions. They had no interest
in the theoretical aspects of any ide-
ology. Orwell believed that the reason
the socialists failed to fully engage with
the workers was because the socialists
bring with them people who preach
complex political and cultural ideas
that have everything to do with upper
and middle-class discourses and noth-
ing to do with the realities and aspi-
rations of the working-classes. In
some cases, this may also mean using
ideological rationales to keep the
poor from even thinking about any
upward mobility because that would
be “beneficial to capitalism.”

(Courtesy: Dawn)

Socialist ideas and an indifferent working class
Complex political and cultural ideas that stem from upper and middle-class discourses often mean little to the working class looking for upward mobility

NADEEM PARACHA
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Bengal takes 
Rs 1,022-cr loan
from Centre 
KOLKATA: West Bengal has
taken a Rs 1,022-crore
transition loan from the Centre
to help its power distribution
company tide over liquidity
stress amid the Covid-19
pandemic.The loan is part of
the central government's Rs
90,000-crore 'Atmanirbhar
Bharat Abhiyan' package to
assist stressed distribution
companies. The WBSEDCL
has been facing financial woes
with minuscule collections in
April and May resulting in an
over Rs 2,000-crore shortfall,
officials said. With a consumer
base of about two crore,
WBSEDCL caters to the entire
state except Kolkata and a part
of its adjoining districts. "We
have taken a Rs 1,022-crore
loan to clear dues of
various Central and state
entities," Minister Sobhondeb
Chattopadhyay said.

FPIs net buyers for
2nd month in Jul;
invest Rs 3,301 cr
NEW DELHI: Foreign portfolio
investors (FPI) remained net
buyers for the second
consecutive month in July by
pumping in Rs 3,301 crore in
Indian markets amid hopes of
a coronavirus vaccine.
According to the depositories
data, a net sum of Rs 7,563
crore was invested in equities
while Rs 4,262 crore were
withdrawn by FPIs between
July 1-31. The net investment
during the month stood at Rs
3,301 crore. In the previous
month, FPIs put in a net Rs
24,053 crore in Indian
markets. Some factors that led
to investment in July include
surge in markets which
provided FPIs good profit
booking opportunity,
improvement in sentiment on
the back of rising hopes of a
coronavirus vaccine, said
Himanshu Srivastava,
associate director - manager
research, Morningstar India.

Lupin recalls
35,928 bottles of
antibiotic drug
NEW DELHI: Drug major
Lupin is recalling 35,928
bottles of a generic antibiotic
drug in the US market
following unfavourable result
in retention samples, the US
health regulator said in a
report. As per the latest
Enforcement Report of the US
Food and Drug Administration
(USFDA), the Mumbai-based
company is recalling Cefdinir
for oral suspension USP, 250
mg/5mL, packaged in 60 ml
bottles. The lot has been
manufactured at Lupin's
Mandideep (Madhya Pradesh)
manufacturing facility, and
then supplied to company's
Baltimore-based arm, Lupin
Pharmaceuticals, Inc, which
has initiated the country wide
recall on July 2.

Discoms' outstanding dues rise
47% to Rs 1.33L cr in June
PNS n NEW DELHI

Power producers' total out-
standing dues owed by distri-
bution firms rose over 47 per
cent year-on-year to Rs 1.33
lakh crore in June 2020, reflect-
ing stress in the sector.

Distribution companies (dis-
coms) owed a total of Rs 90,655
crore to power generation
firms in June 2019, according
to portal PRAAPTI (Payment
Ratification And Analysis in
Power procurement for bring-
ing Transparency in Invoicing
of generators).

The portal was launched in
May 2018 to bring in trans-
parency in power purchase
transactions between the gen-
erators and discoms.

In June 2020, the total over-
due amount, which was not
cleared even after 60 days of
grace period offered by gener-
ators, stood at Rs 1,20,041
crore, as against Rs 72,362
crore in the year-ago period.

According to the latest data
on the portal, total outstanding
dues in June has increased
over the previous month. In

May 2020, the total dues of dis-
coms stood at Rs 1,26,963
crore. The overdue amount in
June 2020 also increased from
Rs 1,13,869 crore in May 2020.

Power producers give 60
days to discoms for paying bills
for the supply of electricity.
After that, outstanding dues
become overdue and genera-
tors charge penal interest on
that in most cases.

In order to give relief to
power generation companies
(gencos), the Centre enforced
a payment security mecha-
nism from August 1, 2019.
Under this mechanism, dis-

coms are required to open let-
ters of credit for getting power
supply.

The central government had
given some breathers to dis-
coms for paying dues to power
generating companies (gen-
cos) in view of COVID-19-
induced lockdown. The gov-
ernment had also waived the
penal charges for late pay-
ment of dues in the directive.

In May, the government
announced Rs 90,000 crore liq-
uidity infusion for discoms
under which these utilities
would get loan at economical
rates from Power Finance

Corporation and REC Ltd.
This was an initiative of the
government to help gencos to
remain afloat.The government
reportedly is in the process to
increase liquidity infusion
package to Rs 1.25 lakh crore
after it received requests from
some states in this regard.

Discoms in Rajasthan, Uttar
Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir,
Telangana, Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu
account for the major portion
of dues to power gencos, the
data showed.

Overdues of independent
power producers amount to
34.78 per cent of the total over-
due of Rs 1,20,041 crore of dis-
coms in June. The proportion
of central PSU gencos in the
overdue was 36.58 per cent.

Among the central public
sector power generators,
NTPC alone has an overdue
amount of Rs 19,298.77 crore
on discoms, followed by NLC
India at Rs 6,280.76 crore,
Damodar Valley Corporation
at Rs 5,570.99 crore, NHPC at
Rs 3,518.97 crore and THDC
India at Rs 2,551.32 crore.

RBI's MPC meets next week
amid urgency to revive growth
PNS n MUMBAI

The Reserve Bank's rate-set-
ting Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC) will meet
next week to decide on the pol-
icy stance amid the urgency to
revive the coronavirus-hit
economy and increased
demand for one-time loan
restructuring by industry
chambers.

Experts are, however, divid-
ed over the possibil-
ity of another
rate cut by the
RBI in its
forthcoming
policy argu-
ing that one-
time loan
restructuring
was more essen-
tial at this juncture to
tide over the COVID-19 situ-
ation.

The MPC, headed by RBI
Governor, is scheduled to meet
for three days beginning
August 4 and announce its
decision on August 6.

The central bank has been
taking steps proactively to
limit the damage to the econ-
omy caused by the COVID-19
pandemic and subsequent
lockdowns. It is to be noted
here that a fast-changing
macroeconomic environment
and the deteriorating outlook
for growth necessitated "off-
cycle meetings" of the MPC –
first in March and then again

in May 2020. SBI's research
report 'Ecowrap' said with the
115 basis points (bps) reduc-
tion in repo beginning
February, banks have already
transmitted 72 bps to the cus-
tomers on fresh loans in the
interregnum which is perhaps
a milestone in terms of the
fastest policy rate transmission
in India. Large banks have
transmitted as much as 85
basis points."...we believe an

August rate cut is unlikely," it
said.It believes the MPC could
now well debate what further
unconventional policy mea-
sures could be resorted to in
the current circumstances to
ensure financial stability is
continued to be addressed.

However, several experts,
including from banks, have
opined the RBI may go for yet
another reduction in repo rate
of at least 25 bps on August 6.

PNS n NEW DELHI

Private equity (PE) investment
in warehousing and industrial
space segment plunged 92 per
cent to USD 102 million
(around Rs 750 crore) during
the first six months of this year
as investors turned cautious
because of COVID-19 pan-
demic, according to Colliers
International.

Investment and leasing
activity are likely to remain
muted over the next year due
to slower decision-making by
investors because of the pan-
demic, but the long-term out-
look for the segment remains
promising, Colliers
International said in a report.

PE Investment in India's
industrial and warehousing

segment fell to USD 102 mil-
lion in January-June from USD
1,250 million (about Rs 9,300
crore) in the year-ago period,
the consultant's data showed.

"Since 2017, the sector has
attracted investment inflows of

Rs 27,800 crore (USD 3.7 bil-
lion). Between 2017 and H1
2020, the sector garnered a
considerable 17 per cent share
of total private equity real
estate investment," the report
said.

The consultant noted that
the industrial and warehousing
sector has attracted significant
investor interest since 2017
owing to the reforms intro-
duced by the government.

These reforms include
implementation of the Goods
and Services Tax (GST) regime,
accordance of infrastructure
status to the sector, creation of
logistics park policy and devel-
opment of multimodal infra-
structure, among others.

"The warehousing sector
that was characterized by frag-
mented sheds and godowns in
the past is now becoming more
organized, buoyed by the gov-
ernment policies," Colliers said.

To capitalize on the growth
potential of the reorganized
segment, the sector has attract-

ed significant investor interest.
"This segment's share of

total private equity real estate
investment in India has been
increasing year-on-year since
2017, signifying the increasing
attractiveness, " the report said.

During 2019 through H1
2020, the industrial and ware-
housing segment garnered the
third highest share of PE
investments after office and
retail.

The investment capital came
from foreign investors such as
the Abu Dhabi Investment
Authority, Canada Pension
Plan Investment Board
(CPPIB), Ivanhoe Cambridge,
Ascendas and Blackstone
among others.

"Investment activity may be
muted for the next one year

due to slower decision-making
by investors because of the
ongoing pandemic.

"However, we expect the
inflow from both foreign and
domestic funds to grow over
the next 2-3 years as existing
participants expand their port-
folio and new players enter the
market," the report said.

The consultant expects the
warehousing segment to
bounce back quicker than
other segments of real estate,
driven by robust demand from
e-commerce and other con-
sumer-led occupiers. US-based
Colliers International is a lead-
ing global real estate services
and investment management
company. It has operations in
68 countries, with 14,000 work-
force.

PE investment in warehousing segment falls 92%

MSME gives nod for scheme
for ‘agarbatti' production
PNS n NEW DELHI

MSME Minister Nitin Gadkari
has approved an employment
generation programme pro-
posed by Khadi and Village
Industries Commission to
make India self-reliant in agar-
batti production. 

The programme named
'Khadi Agarbatti Aatmanirbhar
Mission' aims at creating
employment for unemployed
and migrant workers in differ-
ent parts of the country while
increasing domestic agarbatti
production substantially, the
MSME Ministry said. 

"The proposal was submitted
to the Ministry of MSME for
approval last month. The pilot
project will be launched soon
and on full-fledged implemen-
tation of the project, thousands
of jobs will be created in the
agarbatti industry," the min-
istry said. The programme
aims at handholding artisans
and supporting the local agar-
batti industry. The current
consumption of agarbatti in the
country is approximately 1,490
MT per day but local produc-
tion is just 760 MT. 

There is a huge gap between
the demand and the supply and
hence, immense scope for job
creation, said the ministry.
Under the scheme, KVIC will

provide automatic agarbatti
making machines and powder
mixing machines to the arti-
sans through the successful
private agarbatti manufacturers
who will sign the agreement as
business partners. 

KVIC has decided to pro-
cure only locally-made
machines by Indian manufac-
turers.  The Centre earlier took
two major decisions by placing
the agarbatti item from “free”
trade to 'restricted' trade in the
import policy and enhancing
the import duty from 10 per
cent to 25 per cent on 'round
bamboo sticks' used for man-
ufacturing of agarbatti for the
benefit of the domestic indus-
try.

KVIC Chairman Vinai
Kumar Saxena said the two

decisions of the central govern-
ment created a huge employ-
ment opportunity in the agar-
batti industry. "In order to
encash the huge employment
generation opportunity, the
KVIC designed a programme
namely 'Khadi Agarbatti
Aatmanirbhar Mission' and
submitted to the Ministry of
MSME for approval,” Saxena
said.

KVIC will provide 25 per
cent subsidy on the cost of the
machines and recover the
remaining 75 per cent of the
cost from the artisans in easy
instalments every month.  

Under the scheme, the busi-
ness partner will provide raw
material to artisans for making
agarbatti and pay them wages
on job work basis. 

Akshaya 
Patra raises
$950,000 in US 
PNS n HOUSTON

An Indian nonprofit organi-
sation Akshaya Patra has
raised USD 950,000 through
a virtual event hosted by its
Texas chapter in the US to
feed mid-day meals to school
children in India.

The event, Virtual Gala -
Technology for Change, was
attended by over 1,000 busi-
nesses, non-profits, govern-
ment officials and philan-
thropic leaders from around
the world, supporting the
organisation's dual mission of
addressing childhood hunger
and promoting education for
underserved children in
India. The Texas gala, hosted
by the cities of Austin, Dallas
and Houston, was held on
July 25. The evening celebrat-
ed volunteers and chapter
teams from Austin, Dallas,
and Houston who continue
to work towards alleviating
classroom hunger.

The event included conver-
sation with Narayana Murthy,
co-founder of software giant
Infosys, by Siva Sivaram,
president of Western Digital,
who was recently appointed
Chairman of Akshaya Patra
Foundation USA along with
Vice Chairman Srivatsan
Rajan.

Sebi to set up
virtual museum
of securities
market
PNS n NEW DELHI

Regulator Sebi is planning to
set up a virtual museum of
securities market to highlight
achievements and milestones
in the Indian capital market.

In a notice, Sebi has invit-
ed Expression of Interest
(EoI) from agencies to devel-
op the virtual museum.

The museum is intended
to be a visual online organ-
ised collection of history of
evolution, achievements and
milestones in the Indian
securities market over the
decades in terms of market
infrastructure, regulation and
enforcement, among others,
Sebi said.

The achievements will be
told through photos, videos,
articles, media clippings,
interactive display like quiz,
paintings, drawings, dia-
grams, graphs, newspaper
articles, transcripts of inter-
views and numerical databas-
es, among others.

RBI policy, cos' earnings to
decide market course
NEW DELHI: The domes-
tic equity market in this
coming week will be dri-
ven by a host of key devel-
opments like RBI mone-
tary policy, macro-eco-
nomic data release and

corporate earnings,
analysts said.

At the start
of the week,
the market
will also take
cues  f rom

July auto sales
numbers which

signal a recovery
in the sector hit hard

by COVID-19.
With most parts of the

country in unlock phase,
the automobile industry

has performed better in
July over the previous
month in terms of sales
and is  now marching
towards normalcy in terms
of production as well.

On the macro data front,
market participants will
be keenly awaiting PMI
manufacturing and ser-
vices sector numbers that
are  scheduled to be
released in the first half of
the week.

On the earnings side,
Bharti Airtel, Tata Steel,
Lupin, Titan, Voltas Apollo
Tyres, Canara Bank, Adani
Power and M&M, among
others, will announce their
quarterly numbers during
the week.

PNS n NEW DELHI

Six of the 10 most valued com-
panies witnessed a combined
erosion of Rs 1,38,839.83 crore
in their market valuation last
week with Reliance Industries
and HDFC Bank emerging as
major losers.

During the last week,
Sensex fell 522.01 points or
1.36 per cent.

The market valuation of
Reliance Industries Limited
(RIL) plunged by Rs 50,239.78
crore to Rs 13,10,323.21 crore.

HDFC Bank's valuation
tanked Rs 46,374.63 crore to
Rs 5,67,877.74 crore.

The market capitalisation of
ICICI Bank eroded by Rs
22,631.74 crore to Rs
2,24,659.85 crore and that of
HDFC dipped Rs 10,078.06
crore to Rs 3,09,254.09 crore.

ITC's valuation declined by
Rs 6,815.12 crore to Rs
2,38,660.74 crore and that of
Bharti Airtel dipped Rs 2,700.5

crore to Rs 3,02,701.60 crore.
In contrast, the market val-

uation of Tata Consultancy
Services (TCS) jumped Rs
47,054.91 crore to Rs
8,56,463.05 crore.

Infosys added Rs 18,591.83
crore to its valuation that
stood at Rs 4,11,554.51 crore
while Kotak Mahindra Bank's
m-cap rose by Rs 3,481.72
crore to Rs 2,70,600.52 crore.
In the ranking, RIL retained the
number one position followed
by TCS, HDFC Bank, HUL,
Infosys, HDFC, Bharti Airtel,
Kotak Mahindra Bank, ITC
and ICICI Bank in that order.

PNS n NEW DELHI

The Indian steel market has
started showing signs of recov-
ery after being hit hard by the
COVID-19 pandemic and sub-
sequent lockdowns,
ArcelorMittal Nippon Steel
India Chairman Aditya Mittal
has said.

Aditya, son of steel baron
LN Mittal, said that opera-
tions at ArcelorMittal Nippon
Steel India's (formerly Essar
Steel) Hazira plant in Gujarat
are running at full capacity.

He said that the COVID-
19 pandemic severely dis-
rupted domestic demand, in

particular during the month
of April; however, there is a
recovery visible in the mar-
ket.  

"We are seeing the domes-
tic market recover and that's

a reason why our operations
are running at full capacity
(at Hazira in Gujarat)," he
told PTI on a query pertain-
ing to the domestic demand.

Aditya Mittal, who is also
president and CFO of parent
company ArcelorMittal, was
appointed chairman of
AM/NS India, while Dilip
Oommen was appointed as
the CEO. 

ArcelorMittal posted a net
loss of USD 559 million for
the second quarter ended
June 30, 2020 amid COVID-
19 disruptions and termed
the quarter as the most diffi-
cult period in its history.

Indian steel market showing
signs of recovery: Aditya Mittal

6 of 10 most valued
companies lose 
Rs 1.38 lakh crore 

GOQii plans expansion to
Japan, SE Asia by yr-end
PNS n NEW DELHI

Healthcare platform GOQii is
planning to expand its opera-
tions to international mar-
kets like the UK, Japan and
Southeast Asian
countries, taking
its smart wear-
ables and ecosys-
tem of offerings to
these countries,
by the end of the
year, a top compa-
ny official said.

The company,
which has launched two new
devices featuring temperature
monitor and integrated pulse
oximeter in the past few

weeks, said it has seen a mas-
sive jump in sales amid the
COVID-19 pandemic.

"...there are plans to go out-
side of India, and we are talk-
ing and looking at Southeast

Asia, UK and Japan.
Our key goal was to
focus on India...
International markets,
we are hoping (to enter
by) end of the year
because we are waiting
for the lockdowns and
travel restrictions to

get over," GOQii CEO
Vishal Gondal told PTI.

He added that COVID-19 is
bringing in a long-term
change in people.

PNS n NEW DELHI

Not satisfied with responses
submitted by Bharti Airtel and
Vodafone Idea on priority
plans, regulator Trai has shot off
additional "technical" queries to
both the telcos and asked them
to explain their stand on
August 4, a source said.

The Telecom Regulatory
Authority of India (Trai) wants
the two companies to substan-
tiate their claims that the con-
tentious priority offerings,
which are under the regulator's
lens, have neither deteriorated
experience of other network
users nor violated any norms.

Another source said that
Bharti Airtel has been asked
over two dozen questions,
including if limits for data
speeds have been set for plat-
inum and non-platinum users,
and about the levels of
throughput for platinum users. 

Trai sent out fresh set of
questions to both Bharti Airtel
and Vodafone Idea on July 31,
and the operators have been
asked to respond to the ques-
tions on August 4. 

Emails sent to Bharti Airtel
and Vodafone Idea did not

elicit a response. Trai has said
it is desirable that points
raised in the questionnaire be
covered in a presentation
scheduled on the issue on the
same day. The regulator has
asked the companies to back
their claims via data, the
source said. 

A Trai official said that the
previous responses received
from companies were "vague"
and gave no real assurance to
address regulator's concerns
over whether network prefer-
ence to specific customers
resulted in deterioration of
services for other non-premi-
um subscribers. 

Trai poses more questions to Airtel, Voda
Idea on priority plans; seeks explanation
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Celebrating
With everybody, including

celebrities promising and
advocating staying at home as

much as possible during the
pandemic, they're definitely
stumped over not being able

to meet their siblings to
celebrate Raksha Bandhan.
But they thank the internet

for keeping them going, finds
The Pioneer's RACHEL

DAMMALA, while talking to
them about their plans.

t’s Raksha Bandhan,
a festival that cele-
brates the bond of
siblinghood. Sisters
tie a rakhi around
the wrists of their

brothers by symbolically shar-
ing with them the responsibil-
ity of their care and protection

and receiving a gift in return.
The festival, which is the

first of the several festivals to
come in the second half of the
year, usually has brothers and
sisters, moving even across the
globe, to visit their siblings to
celebrate the day. 

This year, however, since peo-

ple have been asked to travel
only when necessary, moving
cities or even across cities is a
big no-no.  

But everybody’s sure putting
in their best efforts to make
their siblings smile. Here’s how
our dear celebrities are making
their siblings’ day.

I

THIRUVEER
The actor who wowed fans and critics alike with his performances in George Reddy, Palasa and Sin, is
grateful he's staying with his sister at his home around this time, unlike most people who miss meeting

their siblings in person this year. “We're under the same roof currently, so we'll be celebrating it like we do
every year — the traditional tieing of the Rakhi and gifting,” shares Thiruveer.

RUSK RAGHU
The actor, author, and director, who's a household name now, has strictly been following rules laid by the
government, to stay indoors, but will still connect with his sister who's studying in Ohio, via a video call.
Raghuram shares, “She has something planned for the day. I'm looking forward to it, I miss her, but will
stay home and definitely not go anywhere.”

RAKSHA
BANDHAN

PRIYADARSHI
The actor's Rakshabandhan this year is quiet but definitely
happening. “My sister, Nagaja and I, although live in the same
city, aren't going to meet for safety reasons. She'd probably send
me a Rakhi. I'll connect with, wish and celebrate her via a phone
or video call,” shares the Pelli Choopulu star about his plans.

MANNARA

CHOPRA
This actress, who made us all
fall for her in the film Seetha, is
staying at home, safe with her
family in Delhi. “My sister's with
us too. We'd be having a sweet
celebration at home. We don't
have a brother, we're enough for
each other. Our parents brought
us up teaching us that we don't
need to look for a guy to get us
out of trouble. We love, respect,
and protect each other, and this
year's celebrations will be inside
the safety of our home,” the Zid
actress says of her bond with
her sister.

NANDINI

REDDY
The director of Ala

Modalaindi and Oh!
Baby fame says her
younger brother has
been busy now that

restaurants in the city
have opened up. But
that won't stop her
from celebrating
Raksha Bandhan.

“We'll probably follow
the tradition via a

video call and talk our
hearts out from our
homes, staying safe

indoors and protecting
each other that way,”
says Nandini Reddy.

SEJAL

KUMAR
The YouTube personality

and video blogger with
millions of subscribers
and fans will miss her

brothers this year,
who're away from the
country. “We will have

the traditional Rakhi
ceremony over a video

call with both my
brothers who're

currently living abroad.
I'm going to miss them

this year, but we hope to
meet soon,” Sejal Kumar

tells us.

More and more
women are taking
up sports as a
career choice,
thanks to several
women winning
and making the
country proud at
several
championships.
One such
sportswoman that
many girls look
up to is Indian
cricketer Mithali
Raj. The star talks
about her journey,
playing for
passion,
qualifying for the
World Cup and
more, finds 
K RAMYA SREE

‘I always wanted to be an IAS officer’
omen have emerged
to be the frontrun-
ners of India’s suc-
cess at the Olympics,
Commonwealth
Games and World

Championships across all
sports. Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana have been at the cen-
ter of all the action contributing
to the maximum number of
women World Champions. To
celebrate these champions and
inspire a generation of sports
lovers, Star Sports 1 Telugu now
presents a brand-new show Girl
Power-Sarileru Manakevvaru
that will feature the tales of such
women champions through a
special series dedicated to our
sportswomen.

Mithali Raj who has paved a
path where no cricketer has
gone before spoke about the
challenges in women’s cricket on
the launch day. In a career that
spanned 20 years, Mithali Raj is
the highest ODI run-scorer in
the world with 6,808 runs. She
also holds records for the high-
est number of centuries, maxi-
mum ODIs played, and the
player to play for the longest
time for the Indian team. She is
the only player to have played in
more than 200 ODIs in the
world. She is also the first player
from India (both male and
female) to score 2,000 runs in
T20Is.

Right from the beginning of
her career, Mithali chalked out
her goals and pursued them.
Speaking about her career choic-
es and goals, the cricketer said,
“Honestly cricket happened to
me. It didn’t come by choice. I

didn’t choose to get into cricket.
You can see, my teammates,
those who have different stories,
played with their brothers and
some of them were inspired by
their brothers. They played in
the streets. But for me it was
nothing like that. My dad took
me to the academy and I was
straight away into a full-fledged
academy for girls. I was too
young to make a choice. If at that
time somebody could ask a 10-
year-old Mithali, ‘what you want
to become, I would have said
that I wanted to become an IAS
officer’. Not a sportsperson, not a
dancer. I always felt I had it in
me to be an IAS officer.”

Mithali Raj has faced many
challenges in her career. The
Indian women’s team has gained
immense popularity in the last
few years. Playing for India since
1999, she has seen the shift in
perception and support for
Women’s cricket. She was a part
of the team when it transitioned
from WCI to BCCI.

Speaking about the challenges
involved in women’s cricket, she
said, “Women’s cricket came
under BCCI at the time of 2006-
07. I feel if it had happened five
years before that, it would have
been better. Many talented play-
ers at that time, because of lack
of money and financial instabili-
ty through this game, had to
shift to different fields. After
turning 23-24, parents ask ‘what
is next?’ So, as a woman crick-
eter what can you tell parents? ‘I
don’t earn money, I am playing
for passion?’ Nobody’s going to
like it. If BCCI happened to us
earlier, they would have added

an extended career and we
would have more pool of players
in women’s cricket.’

Mithali is the only Indian
player (both male and female) to
have captained in more than one
World Cup final, doing it in
2005 and 2017. The next world
cup is scheduled in 2021. So
how is she preparing for the
World Cup? “In 2013, when
India hosted the world cup, we
didn’t even qualify for the super
six stage. I was hurt and quite
disappointed. I thought ‘let me
give it a try in the 2017 World
Cup’. Then I really worked hard
for the World Cup. As a player,
as a captain, I did a lot of home-
work. I thought, when we were
in the finals, if we win the finals,
then I will retire. After playing
for so many years, probably I
had everything, except that one
World Cup. So, we were the
runners up in 2017 and now
I think, in 2021, I’m going to
give it another try, hopeful-
ly with everybody’s wishes
and God’s blessings,
should be able to crack
it.”

The show marks
also the debut of
Rashmi Gautam
who rose to
fame with
comedy
show

Jabardasth. She will
anchor her first pro-
gramme in sports
through the show.
Rashmi will be seen in
conversation with female
sporting legends from
Andhra Pradesh
and
Telangana.

W

from miles away
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FUN 

Rules

ARCHIE

GARFIELD

SUDOKU

REALITY CHECK SPEED BUMP CROSSWORD

GINGER MEGGS

NANCY

CALVIN AND HOBBES

l Each row and column can
contain each number (1 to 9)
exactly once.

l The sum of all numbers in
any row or column must
equal 45.

Yesterday’s solution

HEALTHY DRINKS TO REPLACE 

YOUR MORNING TEA
A balanced diet plays an important part in strengthening your immunity. During
such unprecedented times, make sure you are not missing out on essential vitamins
and nutrients. A good start could be by replacing your morning cuppa with healthy
juice and tonics. Here are a few immunity boosting juices to refresh you and keep
you ongoing. Start your morning with these drinks and note the changes yourself.

oni fruit
(Mortita citri-
folia), also
known as the
Indian
Mulberry, is a

popular fruit that has
been used in the Indian
households for over
2,000 years. This native
fruit has had its fair
share of mention in
ancient texts for its
Ayurvedic properties.

Noni has a substantial
amount of phytonutri-
ents and medicinal prop-
erties that can prove to
be helpful in curing ail-
ments and diseases, espe-
cially in times of this
pandemic. The fruit is
rich in antioxidants,
Vitamins C, A, B and
minerals like calcium,
potassium, phosphorus
and iron, that help boost
overall well-being, fight
infections, reduce risk of
allergies, revitalize cells
and tissues and also help
in detoxifying the body.

Modicare Limited that
has Noni Juice
Concentrate with the

goodness of Kokum
under its Health and
Wellness brand 'Well',
explains some key health
benefits:

Revitalize cells and tis-
sues: Helps to absorb
more nutrients at the cel-
lular level for proper
body functioning.

Helps to boost immu-
nity: Supports the
immune system's natural
and powerful ability to
fight infections and dis-
eases.

Boosts energy and sta-
mina: Noni Juice has
been known to help com-
bat general body weak-
ness, boost energy levels
and improve the overall
physical well-being of the
body. Also, it helps in
relieving stress and
fatigue.

Supports healthy well-
being: Regular use of
Noni may help to induce
positive effects on the
given health conditions -
liver health, cardiovascu-
lar health and diabetes.

Decreases stress level:
Along with daily exercise,

the intake of this juice
helps in reducing elevat-
ed stress levels and keeps
the mind relatively calm.

Relieves pain and
inflammation in joints:
Various studies suggest
that regular use of Noni
Juice may help in reliev-
ing pain and inflamma-
tion in joints.

In short, Noni is
'Nature's Own Nutrition'
that is known to have
150+ nutrients. It is an
ideal choice for all those
who want to maintain an
active and balanced
lifestyle while facing the
challenges of modern
lifestyle, especially dur-
ing these dire times of
the pandemic.

Suggested usage by
Modicare Limited: 5 ml
twice daily for first 3
days, 10ml twice daily for
the next 3 days, 15-30 ml
twice daily from the sev-
enth day onwards. Drink
on an empty stomach, 30
minutes before the meal.
Can be taken as is or
diluted with water or as
directed by the physician.

NONI JUICE: The
health-giving drink
for greater immunity

N

LEMONADE

Having a glass
of warm lemon
water daily is a
great way to
revv up your
metabolism and
boost immunity.
You can have
cool lemonade
anytime trough
the day to
quench your
thirst, as well as
to fight against
the
Coronavirus!
Make refreshing
pineapple gin-
ger lemonade
with pineapple
tidbits, mint
leaves, water,
grated ginger,
fresh lemon
juice, and ice-
cubes; you can
even have it the
first thing in the
morning.

ALOE VERA JUICE

Beat the COVID-19 scare and
with Aloe Vera juice which
provides natural support to
the immune system. Drinking
one glass of Aloe Vera juice
early in the morning can help
in keeping the body immune
to infections and diseases.

ACE JUICE

A 100 percent mixed
fruit juice fortified
with Vitamins A-C-
E filled with anti-
oxidants that will
help you boost your
immunity. Vitamin
A enables in normal
functioning of
Immune system, C
protects you from
infections and
Vitamin E helps
blood cells to func-
tion efficiently. Del
Monte's ACE juice
can be consumed by
the whole family.

BEETROOT AND

CARROT JUICE

A combination of
carrot and beet-
root is a power-
house of vitamin
A, C and E with a
good dose of iron
and calcium. This
juice will help
boost immunity
and fight inflam-
mation as well.
Start your day
with a glass of
beetroot and car-
rot juice to keep
you energetic
throughout the
day!

WATERMELON

JUICE

Watermelon juice
is a very healthy
fruit drink. Not
only does it help
your immune sys-
tem but it also
releases muscle
soreness. Make a
delicious and
healthy smoothie
with fresh water-
melon chunks,
bananas, ripe
mangoes and Del
Monte cranber-
ries, enjoy it as a
breakfast smooth-
ie or snack!



n some good news
for film buffs and
fans, the makers of
Agent Sai Srinivasa
Athreya are set to
make it a trilogy,

by taking up more such mys-
terious cases. News about the
Telugu Sherlock Holmes
movie was announced on the
birthday of  film producer
Rahul Yadav Nakka. 

The film that was both a
box office hit and appreciated
by critics, will soon begin
shooting the second part of
the trilogy soon. The wait is

until director Swaroop RSJ
finishes shooting his current
film. 

Meanwhile, the film is
going to be remade in
Hindi, Tamil and
Malayalam soon. Kannada
remake rights too, are soon
to be bought. Apart from
this, Japanese dubbed ver-
sion of the film will grace
the theaters on 11th of
September. Notably no
Telugu film in recent times
was remade in so many
languages which is a big
achievement.
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‘IT IS NOT THE FILM
INDUSTRY BUT THE FILM 
THAT MATTERS TO ME'

Agent Sai
Srinivasa
Athreya to
be a trilogy

T
he most recent installment of the #GreenIndiaChallenge was started
by Rajya Sabha MP Joginapalli Santosh Kumar and there has been no
stopping celebrities and commoners since then. Every day has several

celebrities accepting the challenge and planting saplings and nominating
their friends, colleagues, and fans to do the same. 
Music director Jeevan Babu accepted the challenge on Sunday and planted
saplings at his residence. He said that everyone must plant trees so as to
be able to have enough greenery and oxygen left for future generations.
He further nominated Rahul Sipliganj, composer Arun Chiliveru among
others to take up the challenge and nominate others too. 

Comedian Ali too accepted the challenge by the Rajya Sabha MP and
nominated others to do the same.

Mallesham fame actress Ananya Nagalla too planted saplings in a park
at Jubilee Hills as part of the challenge nominated by Dinesh Teja, and
asked her colleagues, fans, and family to take up the initiative and
spread it further. 

T-town inspires fans to take
up #GreenIndiaChallenge

hen everybody
thought 50 million
views was a great
feat, Nee Kallu Neeli
Samudram song has
now attained an

incredible accomplishment.
The melodious romantic
song from Uppena has
breached 100 million views. 

Nee Kallu song has been
continuing to mesmerize
music lovers for last few
months and it helped a lot in
hiking prospects on the film.

It’s Javed Ali’s vocals that
makes the Qawwali song
worth listening again and
again. Vaisshnav Tej and
Krithi Shetty made good
impression on debut with
their charismatic expres-
sions. Lyrics for the song are
penned by Shreemani and
Raqueeb Alam.

W

Uppena's Nee Kallu

Neeli Samudram...

MARKS  

ANOTHER 

MILESTONE

ollywood actor
Karthi’s Kaithi
(Khaidi in
Telugu) directed
by Lokesh
Kanagaraj and

produced by SR Prakash
Babu, SR Prabhu,
Thiruppur Vivek under
DreamWarrior Pictures,

has scored a blockbuster
attaining a cult status
among the audiences.

Fans of the Angry Hero
were overjoyed upon learn-
ing that the film 'Khaithi'
has been selected for screen-
ing at the International
Indian Film Festival which
will be held in Toronto from

August 9th to August 15th,
2020. Kaithi will be screened
on August 12th from 6:00
PM onwards. Elated makers
of the film expressed their
happiness about Kaithi
being selected for official
screening at IIFFT and
thanked the entire team of
Kaithi.

‘KAITHI' TO BE SCREENED
AT IIIFT IN TORANTO 

K

Dil Raju wins ‘dils' online

ours after Bollywood
actor Sonu Sood
announced on Twitter
that three orphaned
kids whose parents
died in Yadadri dis-

trict of Telangana would be his
responsibility, Tollywood pro-
ducer Dil Raju offered to adopt
the trio.

Sonu Sood saw the plight of
the children via a tweet and
immediately said he’d take care
of them. Following this, state
Panchayat Raj Minister Errabelli
Dayakar Rao, who came to know
about the children’s plight, got
their details from ruling TRS
MLA Gongidi Sunita Mahender
Reddy, in whose constituency

their village Atmakur is located.
Meanwhile, it is said that film

producer Dil Raju had called
up the minister and offered to
take care of these children. Dil
Raju said the children would be
adopted and taken care of
through the ‘Ma Palle’
Charitable Trust established by
his family. 

H

diti Rao Hydari
has appeared in
several South
Indian films over
the past couple of
years but her

release count in Bollywood
has been rather low. The
actress insists says it is not
the language or film indus-
try, but the film that matters
most to her.

“More than often I am
told that now I am focusing
on my career in South and
have left Mumbai. But I have
not gone anywhere. Scripts
and opportunities took 
me everywhere. Why should
I say no to a film if the 
story is exciting? I think we
are a generation of actors 
for whom the length of the
role does not matter but 
substance does,” said Aditi.

In Telugu, the actress 
was last in Antariksham 
9000 KMPH. Around 2018,
where Aditi had two
Bollywood releases in sup-

porting roles, has done five
films down South, across
Tamil, Telugu and
Malayalam languages.

Her upcoming Hindi film
is The Girl On A Train, star-
ring Parineeti Chopra, while
she has two Tamil and one
Telugu film lined up for
release.

“I look for something in
which I am artistically chal-
lenged while trying out
something new. For
instance, look at my role in
the film Padmaavat. When
Sanjay (Leela Bhansali) sir
called me, he told me that
among all the four charac-
ters in the film, my role
would be smallest. ‘But he
promise you, the story will
be incomplete without your
character’, he added.
Eventually, when I started
receiving good words for the
character of Mehrunisa, I
was happy. For me, the
impact of my character mat-
ters,” she claimed.

A
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AP n SOUTHAMPTON

Opener Jonny Bairstow
smashed 82 off 41 balls as

England beat Ireland by four
wickets in the second one-day
international to take an unassail-
able 2-0 series lead.

England overcame a middle-
order wobble to finish on 216-6 in
32.3 overs in reply to Ireland's 212-
9 at the Rose Bowl on Saturday.

After Adil Rashid had taken
3-34 to reach 150 ODI wickets,
Bairstow equaled the record for
the fastest 50 in this format by an
Englishman off 21 balls.

Bairstow, Eoin Morgan and
Moeen Ali were dismissed as
England lurched from 131-3 to
137-6, before an unbroken 79-run
stand between Sam Billings and
David Willey helped the hosts to
their target with more than 17
overs to spare.

The pair had been the stand-
out performers in Thursday's
opener and came to the rescue
here, Billings finishing on 46 not
out while Willey followed up his
2-48 with an unbeaten 47 in the
evening sunshine.

Earlier, Ireland overcame
another poor start after winning
the toss and being reduced to 91-
6 before Curtis Campher led the
recovery. Campher, in only his

second ODI, scored an 87-
ball 68 with eight fours
before being dismissed by
seamer Saqib Mahmood (2-
45).

Campher shared two
key partnerships late in the
innings - a seventh-wicket
60-run stand with Simi
Singh (25) and 56 runs for
the eighth wicket with Andy
McBrine (24).

Players again took a
knee to support Black Lives
Matter before the game.

The three-match series,
which is being played with
no fans present, marks the
start of the ICC Cricket
World Cup Super League.

The third ODI is on
Tuesday. 

AP n SYDNEY

Nick Kyrgios has withdrawn from the US Open
because of concerns over the coronavirus and

in honor of the “hundreds and thousands of
Americans” who have died from COVID-19.

Kyrgios said in an Instagram post on Sunday
that he had no problem with the United States
Tennis Association proceeding with its plans to
hold the tournament from August 31 to
September 13.

But he cited health and safety concerns amid
the coronavirus pandemic as he joined fellow
Australian and world No. 1 Ash Barty in opting
out of the Flushing Meadows Grand Slam tour-
nament.

“I will not be playing this year at the US Open.
It hurts me at my core not to be out there com-
peting in one of the sport’s greatest arenas, Arthur
Ashe Stadium,” Kyrgios said in the video.

“But I’m sitting out for the people, for my
Aussies, for the hundreds and thousands of
Americans that have lost their lives, for all of you.
It’s my decision.”

“We can rebuild our sport and the economy,"
Kyrgios adds, “but we can never recover lives lost.”

Kyrgios also criticised players who have con-
tinued to play exhibition tournaments in the past
several months, chastising them for “dancing on
tables, money grabbing your way around Europe,
trying to make a quick buck hosting an exhibi-
tion.”

There have been a number of exhibition
events held, the most high-profile one organised
by No. 1-ranked Novak Djokovic. It was held in
several countries and photographs of spectators
at the events showed poor social distancing.

PTI n NEW DELHI

Ajinkya Rahane would want his
wife and daughter to be around

during the IPL in the UAE but mind-
ful of the risk it poses amid the
COVID-19 pandemic, he wouldn't
have an issue if the BCCI bars play-
ers' families from the event.

The IPL is all set to be played from
September 19 to November 8 in the
UAE, a move forced by the rising
COVID-19 cases in India.

Rahane, who has changed base to
Delhi Capitals from Rajasthan Royals,
said health should be top priority.

“As an individual, you take
COVID-19 situation aside, you would
want your family to travel with you,
but because of this situation, safety is
important, safety of your wife, fami-
ly and daughter, obviously safety of
your teammates is really important,”
Rahane told India Today's show
‘Inspiration’.

“Right now, I feel first health and
then cricket is really important. We
had a good 4-5 months with our fam-
ily (during the lockdown).”

“As I said, safety of our family,
safety of our players and safety of each
and every individual is important. The
decision is completely up to the fran-
chises and the BCCI.

“But as I said, there is still coro-
na around, you got to think about each
and every individual, think about your

family especially about my wife and
daughter. Safety is really important,”
he said.

Rahane moved to Delhi Capitals
in the lead up to the upcoming IPL
edition and the 32-year-old right-han-
der said he is looking forward to work-
ing with the “exciting bunch of play-
ers” and head coach Ricky Ponting.

“I am really excited to play for
Delhi Capitals. I got an opportunity.
Last year when I was playing for
Hamphsire, Delhi Capitals asked me
if I was interested in playing for them.

“I took my time and I thought it's
an opportunity for me to learn some-
thing new. To take my game forward,
to take my T20 game forward,” he
said.

PTI n NEW DELHI

Mahendra Singh Dhoni at
this year’s IPL can be a

talking point but the tournament
cannot be a selection trial for the
enigmatic former India cap-
tain, reckons former pacer
Ashish Nehra.

Dhoni has retired from Test
cricket and has not played for
India in the limited overs format
since last year's World Cup,
where India ended semifinalists.

His comeback and retire-
ment has been a matter of
intense speculation. His much-
awaited comeback is expected to
be with Chennau Super Kings at
the upcoming IPL, set to be held
in the UAE from September 19.

“For me, MS Dhoni’s game
never came down,” Nehra said
on Star Sports’ show ‘Cricket
Connected’. “He knows how to
run the team, he knows how to
push youngsters forward and all
these things I don’t need to
repeat again and again but I don’t
think this IPL makes any differ-
ence in MS Dhoni’s stature or his
aura as a player,” added the 41-
year-old Nehra, who played 17
Tests and 120 ODIs.

“I don’t think a tournament
like the IPL should be MS

Dhoni’s selection criteria, it's
probably just a talking point,"

“As far as MS Dhoni’s inter-
national career I don’t think this
IPL has anything to do with it.
If you’re a selector, you’re a cap-
tain, you’re a coach and MS
Dhoni...If he is ready to play, he
will be my number one name on
the list,” he said.

The former left-arm pacer
said players will have to behave
responsibly during the IPL to
avoid protocol breaches like
that by England’s Jofra Archer
during the recently concluded
England-West Indies series.

PTI n NEW DELHI

BCCI president Sourav Ganguly on Sunday said
the Women’s IPL or the Challenger series, as it

is better known, is “very much on”, ending specu-
lation about the parent body not having a plan for
Harmanpreet Kaur and her team.

The men’s IPL will be held between September
19 and November 8 or 10 (final date yet to be locked
in) in the UAE due to the surge in COVID-19 cases
in India. The women’s IPL will also be fit in to the
schedule, according to the BCCI chief.

“I can confirm to you that the women’s IPL is
very much on and we do have a plan in place for
the national team also," Ganguly told PTI ahead of
the IPL Governing Council meeting later on
Sunday.

The BCCI president, who is awaiting a Supreme
Court verdict on waiver of the cooling off period
to continue in the position, did not divulge details
but another senior official privy to the development
said that women’s Challenger will be held during the
last phase of IPL like last year.

“The women’s Challenger series is likely to be
held between November 1-10 and there could be a
camp before that,” the source said.

The former India captain also said that the cen-
trally contracted women players will have a camp
which has been delayed due to the prevailing situ-
ation in the country.

“We couldn’t have exposed any of our cricketers
— be it male or female to health risk. It would have
been dangerous,” Ganguly said.

“The NCA also remained shut because of
COVID-19. But we have a plan in place and we will
have a camp for women, I can tell you that,” he
added.

AP n LONDON

T
he only time Pierre-
Emerick Aubameyang
looked uncertain was

when it came to collecting the FA
Cup.

Two goals from the for-
ward had turned around the final
for Arsenal, sealing a 2-1 victo-
ry over Chelsea on Saturday in
the first cup final to be staged
without fans.

The coronavirus restrictions
also meant there was no Prince
William at Wembley Stadium to
hand over the silverware in the

royal box. So Aubameyang had
to pick up the cup himself on the
field as captain. Taking the base
as well, no wonder Aubameyang
dropped it.

“I saw him walking with the
bottom bit attached," Arsenal
defender Rob Holding said, “and
I was like, 'You need to take that
off!'”

The cup was soon raised
aloft, with gold streamer show-
ering the Arsenal squad in a
mostly-empty 90,000-capacity
stadium after the 139th final of
the world's oldest football com-
petition.

“He needs more experience
with trophies, we can get him
more used to that,” Arsenal
manager Mikel Arteta said.

“He knows what I think
about him. I want to build the
squad around him. I think he
wants to stay and it is just about
getting the deal done.”

That is no certainty, with
Aubameyang yet to commit to
staying beyond the end of his
contract next year.

“I am really not thinking
about this,” he said.

Winning the record-extend-
ing 14th FA Cup does at least

give Arsenal a spot in the Europa
League, after missing out on
qualifying through the Premier
League after an eighth-place
finish.

“The journey has been long,”
Aubameyang said. “But today we
enjoy it.”

A competition that began on
August 9, 2019, featuring teams
from ninth and 10th tiers, ended
later than it had ever done
before - two months after the
final was scheduled.

Never before had the FA
Cup final been staged in August.
And never before without fans.

IANS n MUMBAI

Asian Games Gold medalist
Bajrang Punia is confi-

dent of Indian wrestlers per-
forming well and winning
medals at the Tokyo Olympics
next year.

The star grappler believes
India’s performances at the
World Championship shows
they are in good form.

“I think we will win three
to four medals from wrestling
in the Tokyo Olympics. The
World Championship is a
tougher tournament than the
Olympics but we performed
well there. So I think Indian
wrestlers are in top form which
makes them strong contenders
for a medal haul in Tokyo,”
Punia said during the 17th
episode of budding interna-
tional paddler Mudit Dani’s
online live chat show 'In The
Sportlight’ on Saturday night.

The Olympic Games,
which were initially sched-
uled to take place in 2020, have
been postponed by a year due
to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Along with Punia (Bronze,
65kg), Deepak Punia (Silver,
86kg), Vinesh Phogat (Bronze,
53kg) and Ravi Kumar Dahiya
(Bronze, 57kg) also won
medals at the 2019 World
Wrestling Championship in

Kazakhstan and secured an
Olympic berth in the process.

During a freewheeling chat
with Dani, 26-year-old Punia
said he would have lived a nor-
mal village life if he had not
pursued wrestling. He also
rated his first World
Championship medal as the

most memorable accolade of
his career so far. The Haryana
boy had an impressive outing
at the 2013 World
Championship where he won
bronze at the age of 19.

The online live Instagram
chat series ‘In The Sportlight’,
that 21-year-old Dani has

begun with the sole purpose of
delivering inspiration to other
young athletes and fans, has
seen champion athletes like
Abhinav Bindra, Leander Paes,
PV Sindhu, Sathiyan
Gnanasekaran and Union
Sports Minister Kiren Rijiju
participate, among others.

Talking about the compe-
tition in his current weight cat-
egory 65kg, Punia said: “I feel
65kg is the toughest category
in the world. There is no
wrestler who has successively
won world championship titles
or Olympic gold medals. There
is always a new champion in
every edition. There are strong
wrestlers in this category who
can beat anyone on their day.”

The grappler further
praised government and sports
federations for organising
events such as Khelo India. It
has provided a much-needed
platform for young athletes to
showcase their talent.

“The way we have been
organising events at the grass-
root level such as Khelo India,
a lot of youngsters are getting
much-needed support from it
which was not there earlier.
And if they keep getting this
kind of support, not only in
wrestling, India will win
medals in every sport at the
Olympics,” he concluded.
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We are going ahead with
women’s IPL on time: Ganguly 

Eng beats Ireland by 4 wickets 

IANS n SOUTHAMPTON

England captain Eoin Morgan
hailed the depth in his squad

after they beat Ireland by four
wickets at the Ageas Bowl in
Southampton to claim a 2-0 lead
in the three-match series. England
are playing with a side that has
none of the players from the Test
team that played the West Indies

in a three-Test series in July.
“We have a lot of guys who

can change the match with the bat
at the top of the order, they have
the potential. These guys take the
game away from the opposition,”
said Morgan in the post-match
presentation ceremony. 

“I was going to bat at 4 and
then we changed it. I am more
than happy to give guys opportu-

nities. It’s difficult with two bub-
bles, obviously Test match is pri-
ority. We are trying to fit the best
XI in the white ball format.”

“Today was a challenge but
we always wanted to play with
intent. We lost wickets but cer-
tainly looking at the way the guys
played, particularly Jonny at the
start and then Sam and David fin-
ished well,” said Morgan. 

Trying to fit the best XI in white ball format: Morgan

IPL can't be selection
criteria for MS: Nehra

Rahane won't mind
family's absence in UAE

Kyrgios won’t
play US Open 

Bajrang tips wrestlers to win 3-4 medals at Olympics

Auba’s brace help Arsenal sink Chelsea in FA Cup final

T
he COVID-19 scare still continues to loom over the people.
Every single day, items are sanitized or kept in quarantine in

order to remove the infection on their surfaces. Many also try to
wash it off with the help of  water. . While some can still survive
after being drenched, for some it is the end of the road. The
latter took place for a person living in Seoul in South Korea.
According to The Associated Press, a person whose gender is
unspecified had put around 50,000 won
(around Rs 3137) into a washing
machine. This was done to make
sure the notes were 'disinfected'
from the coronavirus infection. The
amount of money that was given
to him or she was basically
condolence money given by
relatives and friends during a family
funeral. However, the results were
not desirable. Most of the notes looked
extremely damaged after one spin
therefore they were unusable. Then, the person reached out to
the Bank of Korea to help her out.  Due to the 'considerable'
damage caused to the wad of cash, it became impossible for the
bank to exchange it for the newer notes. Bank official Seo June
Woun told the news agency that the 50,000-won bill was
exchanged at the half value of 507. However, they do not know
the exact amount that was 'laundered' in the washing machine.
The damage is considered to be severe. 

I
n the wake of the novel
Coronavirus pandemic,

a restaurant in Jodhpur
has introduced two
corona-themed dishes as
part of its menu. Vedic, a
vegetarian restaurant that
serves traditional
Rajasthani and North
Indian cuisine, is also

selling Covid Curry and Mask Naan. Yes, you read that right. In a
post on Twitter, Vedic tweeted pictures of the two preparations.
Naans were made in the shape of face masks. Covid Curry is
basically a gravy dish with a rich sauce and koftas made in the
shape of the deadly virus. Vedic, in their post, said that the aim of
introducing the two particular dishes is to spread awareness
about the novel coronavirus. "Overcome the fear of corona with
world's first ever invented in corona pandemic. Covid Curry
served with Mask Naan. We are super proud of being world's first
inventor of this unique concept. The motto behind this dish is to
bring awareness about #corona," Vedic said in the caption of their
post. Pictures of the dishes went viral on Twitter as netizens
shared funny reactions. In April, a shop in Kolkata made 
headlines for selling coronavirus-shaped sweets, labeled as
Corona Sandesh. India has recorded over 17 lakh novel
coronavirus cases so far. The death toll has surged past 37,000 in
the country.

I
n a spine chilling
incident, a cobra

made its way to a
man's pants while he
was sleeping. After
coming to know
about the situation
he kept standing for
seven hours so that
the snake could be

retrieved. Fortunately enough, the poisonous reptile did not
bite the man. According to a report published in Times Now,
the incident took place in Sikandarpur village in Uttar
Pradesh's Mirzapur. A man named Lovekesh Kumar was
sleeping with other labourers after dinner. The group of
labourers had been at the site for installing some electricity
poles and wires. On coming to know that the venomous reptile
had slithered in his pants, Lovekesh stood at a spot for seven
hours, while the locals managed to find a snake catcher. In a
few hours, locals, police, snake catcher all had come to the
place of the incident. The video of the rescue operation has
been shared by a user on Twitter. In the clip, one can see the
snake catcher cutting the man's pants so that the snake can
perhaps make its way out. Captioning the over two minutes
long video, Koushik Dutta said, "cobra snake enters young
man jeans pant while sleeping man stands for 7 hours holding
a pillar at Mirzapur up."

Man loses penis, has new
one built on his arm

Man washes cash to remove
Covid traces, suffers loss
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man from the UK, who
lost his penis to a

severe blood infection,
has become the world's
first to have a new one
built on his arm. Malcolm
McDonald, a mechanic
by profession, suffered a
long-term perineum
infection in 2014 that
turned into sepsis to turn

his fingers, toes, and genitals black. The infection becomes so
severe after a point that he lost his manhood, according to The
Sun. For a while, he found it very difficult to cope with the tragedy,
He turned into a recluse and began drinking heavily. Malcolm said
he felt a 'shadow of a man' for two years after losing his penis. "I
knew deep down it was gone and I was going to lose it, then one
day it just dropped off on to the floor. Because I had been through
the devastation of knowing I was going to lose it, I just picked it up
and put it in the bin," he said. "My life really fell apart because I had
no self-confidence. I drank too much. I didn't see family and
friends - I just didn't want to have to face up to it," he added. But
then, Malcolm found a phallus expert who once created a 'bionic
penis' for a person who was born without one. Professor David
Ralph of London's University College Hospital told Malcolm about
the so-called 'penis master'. Ralph told Malcolm that an arm-graft
procedure needed to be done. 

This restaurant sells
Corona-themed dishes

Man wakes up finding
cobra inside his jeans!
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